
 
 

ABSTRACT 

Populism and Party System Weakness in Latin America and Europe 

Kendall Curtis 

Director: Victor Hinojosa, PhD 
 
 
This thesis analyzes the relationship between populism and party system 

weakness from a cross-regional perspective. After first determining the ideational 
definition of populism as the appropriate approach for this type of research, the viability 
and generalizability of prominent causal models for populist success is discussed.  A 
preliminary statistical analysis shows significant correlation between party system 
weakness and populist electoral success. Building upon these findings, a case study of 
populist successes in the most recent election cycles in Brazil, Italy, Mexico, and Spain 
shows that party system weakness leads to populist electoral success. While other causal 
factors play a role in the success of populist actors, the results of this case study suggest 
that party system weakness influences populist success across regional, structural, and 
ideological lines. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Populism and its Causes from a Cross-Regional Perspective 
 

 
Introduction 

Countries across the globe are experiencing a rise in populism, even in highly 

consolidated democracies, which is a major concern for liberal democracy. Populism is 

not a type of regime; however, its inherent characteristics can potentially have 

transformative effects on regime type, particularly on liberal democracies, if populists 

gain political power. Populism is inherently illiberal, as I will show when I define the 

concept. Sheri Berman aptly identifies populism as a form of illiberal democracy whose 

opposite is undemocratic liberalism, with liberal democracy (Berman 2017). Populists put 

the ‘will of the people’ as they define it above maintaining liberal order. When populists 

emerge in what are considered highly consolidated democracies, this questions the nature 

of democratic consolidation, since one would not expect highly consolidated democracies 

to be vulnerable to illiberal appeals. Therefore, understanding what exactly populism is 

and what causes across regions it is essential for understanding the nature of democracy. 

Defining Populism 
 

Amidst a period of rising political instability across democracies, populism has 

been reduced to a buzzword, with the label being applied to anyone who seems to shake 

up the political landscape. Much of the overuse of this categorization of politicians might 

stem from the difficulty in defining populism in the first place. The definition of
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populism has long been contested amongst scholars. Much of the literature on populism 

is very regionally focused, so many of the definitions created and used do not translate 

well to other regions. Since this is a comparative analysis between Latin America and 

Europe, the definition used must apply to both regions. However, the definition cannot be 

so broad and vague that it loses its distinctive meaning. While each attempt at defining 

populism can provide invaluable insight into the political phenomena, the ideological 

definition of populism is most appropriate for analyzing populism in this case. I will also 

analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the strategic definition and Laclauian definition 

of populism and explain why I do not apply these to this analysis. 

 
The Ideological Definition 

 
The cross-regional analysis of populism is an emerging field, with scholars such 

as Cristóbal Kaltwasser, Cas Mudde, Kirk Hawkins, Bruno Silva and Allen Hicken and 

others leading the way (Hawkins et al. 2019; Hicken and Self 2018; Mudde and Rovira 

Kaltwasser 2012). Based on the work of these scholars, the ideological definition of 

populism is the best fitting definition for conceptualizing populism across regions 

(Hawkins et al. 2019; Hicken and Self 2018; Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017). Populism is 

an ideology, but not in the strict left-right spectrum; it can be transposed on top of left or 

right ideologies. Distinguishing populism as a “thin-centered ideology,” means that it is a 

worldview but in a less restrictive sense than “thick-centered” ideologies, and in doing 

this, allows for this flexibility (Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017, 6). Populism is 

characterized primarily by anti-pluralism, spurred by conceptions of the People and their 

General Will, anti-elitism, and anti-institutionalism (Hawkins et al. 2019; Mudde and 

Kaltwasser 2017). 
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The anti-pluralism of populism. Populism is always anti-pluralism, but it is not 

always anti-diversity, anti-immigrant, or equivalent to rigid ideological dogmatism 

(though it can be accompanied by all these things). I define populism as anti-pluralism 

for two reasons. Firstly, populism always includes a definition of “the people” as central 

to its message (Hawkins et al. 2019; Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017). This definition can 

differ from populist actor to actor; however, all promote specific ideas of who is a part of 

the ‘pure’ people and who is not because according to populism, the ‘pure’ people are 

virtuous by nature (Hawkins et al. 2019, 3).  

For some, this distinction can be based on class, for others it is based on 

nationality, and others still base it on whether members of the populace hold certain 

beliefs. For example, Peronist and Chavist populism that developed in Argentina in the 

1940s and Venezuela in the 2000s, respectively, tends to categorize the ‘pure’ people as 

lower-class farmers, while the AfD, Germany’s first far-right nationalist party since 

World War II that rose to prominence in 2017, bases much of its rhetoric touting the 

superiority of ethnically German culture against Muslim refugees (Hawkins 2010; Nelson 

2017). Therefore, populism is anti-pluralism because it necessarily excludes certain parts 

of the populace from being included in its definition of the ‘pure’ people because the 

virtuous people are opposed by the morally corrupt ‘other’. Although the ‘purity’ of the 

people can specifically refer to nationalism, as we see trending in Western Europe, this 

purity does not have to be based in nationalist or ethnic identity; rather, it can be based on 

class divides, cultural characteristics, religious beliefs, or any assortment of arbitrary 

attributes (Inglehart and Norris 2017). The particular makeup of the ‘pure’ people is not 

what defines populism; the fact that there is an ideal version of the people that is 
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presented, often reducing a diverse group of followers to a heterogenous monolith, is 

what defines populism. 

Secondly, populism is anti-pluralistic because it revolves around the idea that 

populists represent the “general will” of the pure people (Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017, 

16). In what one might argue is a flattened-out version of Rousseau’s idea of the general 

will, populism promotes the idea that the people have singular “general will” (which 

varies based on their definition of ‘the people’). Rousseau argues for a form of 

deliberative democracy where citizens come together in the public sphere to debate 

political issues, and that through this process they can come together and agree upon a 

common good reflecting the “general will” of the people (Rousseau 1938). Populists take 

the idea of the “general will” but strip it of the deliberative process that creates it by 

claiming that the populist actor already knows and represents this will. The populist actor 

thus represents this general will and those who disagree are either ignorant or not truly a 

part of ‘the people’ because their beliefs are not pure. Therefore, populism is defined by 

anti-pluralism because it rejects ideas that do not align with the populist actors’ 

ideological view of the general will. Populism ingrains an ‘us vs. them’ distinction that 

unifies the concept of ‘the people’ into one nebulous entity that moves and thinks as one 

force, no matter how heterogenous its makeup actually is, and all that are working against 

the unified “will” of the people are not part of the people. 

The anti-elitism of populism. Elites always work against the will of the people in 

the populist worldview. In a sense, the anti-elite foundation of populism is straight-

forward. Populism posits that elites and elitism is detrimental to political society. The 

interests of the elite, catering to either their own corrupt interests, those of classes or 
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groups in society ‘othered’ by the populist rhetoric, or those of the international 

community, are antithetical to those of the people (Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017, 11–16). 

Populism claims to be corrective by shifting the power away from elites and back to the 

populace. Populism’s anti-elitism is also malleable because who constitutes the elites can 

vary; however, usually populists target those with some combination of political, 

economic, or cultural power. Left-wing Latin American populists, for example, malign 

the political elite, saying that they are corrupt and only represent the wealthy citizens at 

the expense of the struggling lower class (Weyland 2013). Right-wing populist parties in 

Europe, on the other hand, position themselves against the European Union and the 

domestic political elites who are portrayed as more loyal to the EU than the people they 

represent (Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017, 35). While left-wing Latin American populists 

demonize the political and economic elite in tandem, right-wing Western European 

populists tend to characterize the political elite as puppets of the EU and the international 

elite.  

All populists charge that the elite are disconnected from the people, but how and 

why this disconnect exists varies. Populists like Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez often 

denigrate the elite for blunt corruption tied to their own financial gain, allowing their 

country’s government to fall into disarray so long as they and their wealthy friends profit, 

while populists like the National Front in France claim the political elite are so 

entrenched in the technocratic bureaucracy of the EU that they end up working against 

their own citizens, too concerned with pleasing the international community and 

representing immigrants to be effectual (Hawkins 2010; Inglehart and Norris 2017). Due 

to this sometimes rightful claim, populism has begun to be portrayed as the opposite of 
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technocracy (Ortega 2013). Even though populism does have facets that would be 

incompatible with vesting all power in a depoliticized bureaucracy, technocracy and 

populism can coexist in practice. Ecuadorian President Correa, a populist, came to power 

within a technocracy due to the weakness of surrounding political actors, and while in 

power he has felt no pressure to dismantle the technocratic system (de la Torre 2013). If 

the elites targeted by the populist are a part of technocratic institutions, then populists 

will directly oppose technocracy, but technocracy can persist free of threat if that is not 

the case. Characterizations and justifications for the demonization of the elite thus vary 

with each populist actor. While the definition of ‘the elite’ varies with each iteration of 

populism, the tension between the opposing forces of the will of ‘the elite’ and the 

general will of “the people” are central to the ideological paradigm of populism.  

The anti-institutionalism of populism. Thus, the anti-elitism central to populism 

often translates into anti-institutionalism, because the current institutions are supposedly 

controlled by the elites, and only the populist actors can sufficiently represent the 

people’s will, not a bureaucratic machine. Institutions are purported to be undemocratic 

because, unlike the populist actor who has a ‘mandate’ to represent the people’s will 

usually through a vote, institutions are run by unelected individuals who are disconnected 

from the people. Populism supports radical democracy, claiming the checks and balances 

imposed by intermediary institutions are constructs of the elite trying to castrate the 

power of those who try to enact the people’s will. Many populists in Latin America 

weaken intermediary democratic institutions, through eroding political parties and 

judicial institutions with military control by claiming they are run by corrupt politicians 

or promoting neoliberal trade policies that often undermine the previous institutions 
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established while avoiding creating new ones (Diamint 2015; Weyland 1999). In Europe, 

while the parliamentary system forces many populist actors to become well organized 

and institutionalized within the party system, populist parties take aim at the European 

Union through promoting Euroscepticism, claiming that Eurocrats are too disconnected 

from the people they represent and too entrenched in the bureaucracy of the EU, 

prioritizing the needs of Europe over pressing matters in their own country (Inglehart and 

Norris 2017; Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser 2012). Even when populists become 

institutionalized, they still attempt to break down institutions and the checks and balances 

that come with them. 

Benefits and drawbacks of the ideological definition. The ideological definition of 

populism allows for a wide variety of actors to be defined as populists. Regional 

differences in political structures cause populism to manifest in different ways. To 

generalize, Latin American populism is primarily characterized by populist individuals 

like presidential candidates while Western Europe is characterized by populist political 

parties. An ideological definition allows both types of actors to be considered populist, 

while other definitions, created with too regional of a slant, lead to over-exclusivity, 

which prevents comparative analysis. To define something as an ideology, its proponents 

do not actually have to believe it to be defined by it. All they must do is espouse it. One 

would not claim that communism and liberalism are not ideologies simply because there 

are politicians who, rather than genuinely believing in their tenets, have chosen to 

campaign on those platforms because they believe that is how to best appeal to voters. 

Defining actors as populist using the ideological definition takes careful analysis 

and can be difficult due to the many factors that characterize political actors, as well as 
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the variation within the ideological definition of populism. One might also argue that 

actors might be unjustly labelled as populist because the elite actually are corrupt and the 

actor does represent the people; however, the way populists calcify the conception of the 

general will and promote a monolithic view of the people distinguishes populists from 

actors who are simply addressing legitimate flaws. This also serves to preclude 

individuals who are not seeking a political position of power from being considered a 

populist. Supporters of populists are not populists themselves because they do not believe 

they themselves sufficiently represent the general will of the people; supporters of 

populists believe the populist politician, political party, or movement in its entirety 

represents the general will of the people. Furthermore, anti-elitism turns into anti-

institutionalism and includes democratic institutions outside of the elites themselves as 

barriers to the enactment of the people’s will. Many politicians can mobilize the 

population and point out corruption of elites while still promoting and protecting 

democratic institutions. 

The Strategic Definition of Populism 

 Campaigning on a populist platform because one believes it to be the best 

strategy to win is different from defining populism itself as a strategy. Defining populism 

as a strategy is often born out of regional specificities. For example, Kurt Weyland 

defines populism as a personalistic leadership style that bypasses intermediary 

institutions to create “quasi-direct links to a loosely organized mass of heterogenous 

followers” so that the populists can claim to represent “the people’s will” better than 

elites currently in power (Weyland 2013). This definition is based primarily on Latin 
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America, which, since Latin American countries have presidential systems, tends to 

produce charismatic populist leaders like Hugo Chavez or Juan Perón.  

While it succeeds in describing populists in Latin America, as well as those in the 

semi-presidential systems of eastern Europe, and allows for enough flexibility to apply to 

both left-wing and right-wing politicians, it does not transfer well to Western Europe 

because parliamentary systems often suppress the personalism, erroneously excluding 

many European populist parties under the strategic definition (Weyland 1999). 

Personalism can and often is combined with populism―in fact it is often a result of the 

political actor’s populist beliefs―but it cannot be a defining factor of populism since 

impersonal populist actors exist; however Weyland’s definition maintains validity when 

it points to the fact that populists see intermediary institutions as limiting constructs that 

must be bypassed to mobilize the people (Weyland 2001). 

Even when one uses less regionally based definitions of populism, it still fails to 

provide a sufficient operational definition. One definition defines populism as a 

“communication frame that appeals to and identifies with the people, and pretends to 

speak in their name” (Jagers and Walgrave 2007). While this definition is not regionally 

slanted like the preceding definition, it also lacks enough distinctive substance to pinpoint 

who is actually a populist. While it is true that populists speak in the name of the people, 

other politicians do so as well. Most politicians claim closeness to the people they 

represent, most politicians say that they understand and can speak on behalf of their 

constituents, and most politicians talk about “the people” with great frequency. The 

attempt to create a strategic definition of populism that is not regionally or pejoratively 

biased and the proposal that what makes a populist a populist is the frequency the actor 
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talks about or for “the people” has stripped the concept of populism of all its distinctive 

elements. Any efforts to add specific ways populists could communicate in this way are 

only examples, not definitional addendums, and thus these efforts fail to hone this overly 

broad way of conceptualizing populism. While the ideological definition provides a 

specific way populism conceptualizes the people, defining populism as a communication 

style rather than an ideology removes all specificity to this conceptualization. 

Defining populism as a strategy takes the symptoms of populism and purports 

them to be its epitome. The ideology of populism can cause populist actors to 

communicate and behave in the style described in the strategic definition of populism. 

The strategies are thus simply manifestations of the populist ideology and do not 

constitute a sufficient definition without the ideological aspect. Weyland describes how 

leaders in Latin America and eastern Europe used populism as a strategy to maintain 

popular support while implementing “painful” neoliberal reforms to “save” their 

countries, yet these leaders often failed to consolidate these reforms through building 

neoliberal institutions since this came into conflict with populist aversion to institutional 

constraints (Weyland 1999). If populism was merely a strategy, one would not expect a 

leader to sacrifice enactment of policy for the continuation of a strategy, since strategies 

are used to advance one’s political will, not hinder it.  

Rather, if populism is an ideology, one would expect a populist leader to avoid 

institutionalizing neoliberal reforms, since the consolidation of neoliberalism comes into 

conflict with the populist’s ideal of anti-institutionalism. In fact, it would even be more 

apt to say that neoliberalism was a strategy of populism since many of the populists 

described used neoliberalism to undermine intermediary institutions and tout the reforms 
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as how the populist saved the country from the brink of collapse (Weyland 1999). 

Populist actors clearly view populism as an essential part of their world view, not just a 

strategy to win votes, and this can be evidenced in the way they enact policy. 

Furthermore, defining populism as a strategy makes it more difficult, not less, to 

operationalize populism. The previously discussed ways to identify whether a political 

actor has shaped its political identity around populism provides some concrete―though 

broad and not always obvious― identifiers that can distinguish that actor as a populist. 

An ideological definition requires that the populist actor has incorporated these ideas into 

its full platform; in fact, populism is often the lens through which other ideologies and 

policies included in the actor’s platform are understood.  

The strategic definition of populism, on the other hand has no such threshold. 

Although an ideological platform can be adopted and abandoned, actual ideologies (not 

specific policies) enjoy some longevity before being recycled or replaced. Strategies can 

be adopted and abandoned even minute to minute. Therefore, it is difficult to determine 

whether an actor is populist based on whether it uses populist strategies. A politician is 

not populist simply because he holds large rallies, uses twitter instead of official 

channels, and frequently talks about himself as a representative of “the people.” These 

strategies are empty without the ideological factor behind them. A politician can rail on 

the corrupt elite in one speech, talk about the will of the people in another, and still not be 

a populist. Identifying populist strategies can help one conceptualize populism, but 

defining populism as a strategy mistakes form for substance.  

In determining what factors can lead to a rise in populism on a cross-country 

scale, operationalizing the strategic definition for analysis would be particularly difficult. 
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If one were to perform a temporal quantitative analysis using the strategic definition, one 

could not simply measure gains in political prominence of clearly defined “populist” 

actors, one would also have to quantify the change of level of populist strategy over time 

for each and every political actor being compared to determine whether populism as a 

strategy is being increasingly or decreasingly used by political actors recalibrating their 

strategy. In using the ideological definition, on the other hand, one could identify actors 

as populist or not based on their overall platform and use this variable as a constant while 

comparing more easily defined measures of success, like increases in vote shares and 

parliament seats. Mapping out the fluctuating use of populist rhetoric even by political 

actors who would not be traditionally deemed populist would be interesting; however, 

this added layer of analysis would only serve to muddle analyzing the causes of the 

current wave of consistently populist actors gaining power in Europe and the Americas. 

The purpose of this project is not to ask why the populist strategy is succeeding or failing 

on the current global stage, it is to ask why populist parties, candidates, and movements 

are succeeding or failing on the current global stage. 

The Laclauian Definition of Populism  

While the strategic definition of populism fails because it attempts to posit the 

symptoms of the ideological elements of populism as the phenomena itself, the Laclauian 

definition of populism purports the ideal as the full definition of populism (Laclau 2005; 

Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017). Laclau would agree that defining populism as a strategy 

fails to capture its essence, since “'ideology can be considered as distinct from the 

rhetoric involved in political action only if rhetoric is understood as a pure adornment of 

language which in no way affects the contents transmitted by it” so “rhetoric would 
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actually be the anatomy of the ideological world,” not devoid of ideological meaning 

(Laclau 2005, 12–13). Laclau describes populism as “a way, quite simply, of constructing 

the political,” essentially delineating populism as a sort of ideology (Laclau 2005, xi). He 

defines populism as the mobilization of marginalized groups in society to political 

participation in a way that can restore their freedom from the elite and reintroduce radical 

democracy. He also believes populism has been unfairly “denigrated” and is always a 

positive force (Laclau 2005, 19). However, his definition of populism only considers the 

ideal as the entirety of the ideology, not a dynamic definition that could be applied to 

many cases. This conception of populism can help one understand what is appealing 

about populist movements and how populist actors perceive themselves or try to make 

themselves perceived, but it is once again too rigid of a definition to be used when 

identifying populists in research. 

Defining Populism Moving Forward 

After identifying the pros and cons of these major definitions, the ideological 

definition of populism is the most satisfying conceptional definition of populism for the 

continuation of this research, so I will use it moving forward. I define populism as a thin-

centered ideology rooted in anti-elitism, anti-institutionalism, and a prioritization of the 

‘pure’ people and a monolithic conceptualization of the general will that allows the 

populist to champion the will of the people in an anti-pluralist way (Hawkins et al. 2019; 

Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017). In the next portion of my research I will analyze potential 

causes of populist movements, before attempting to use quantitative analysis to analyze 

the effectiveness of models claiming economic crises, corruption, cultural backlash, 

security, and/or institutional weakness lead to populist movements to have success. After 
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analyzing the different causal models, conducting a preliminary cross-regional 

quantitative analysis of populist success in forty-nine countries over time, and comparing 

two cases in Latin America with two cases in Europe, I find that institutions play a much 

larger role in populism than typically emphasized. While other causal models can be 

tailored to individual regions to explain why populism happens when it happens and 

where, institutional decline always undergirds these other models. 

Although I will use the ideological definition in the case study analysis, for the 

quantitative chapter I use the operational definition used to create the dataset that codes 

populists included in the regression model (Kenny 2016). While it would be ideal to use 

an operational definition that aligns with the conceptual definition, the lack of availability 

of datasets that fully define populists limits my ability to have consistency in this regard. 

One might even say that there is more consensus within regional expertise on what actors 

qualify as populist than there is on the definition of populism, so the use of a dataset that 

employs a differing definition is permissible. 

Possible Causes of Populism 

Populism does not occur in a healthy democracy. Populism, whether viewed as a 

threat or corrective to democracy, is a response to deeper problem within a democratic 

society. Citizens do not support anti-elitist and anti-institutionalist political actors unless 

they already believe that elites and institutions are corrupt, ineffectual, and disconnected 

from their interests. Citizens do not need a populist actor to reinstate the general will of 

the true people if they feel that their will is already being represented by current political 

actors. Populism has no viable foothold in democracies where citizens feel that elected 

officials and democratic institutions are working in favor of their interests.  
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Because populism is a symptom of a potentially unhealthy democracy, the quest 

to discover the cause of populism is a part of the broader mission to find the cause of 

unhealthy democracies; however, identifying a single cause of democratic failure is 

practically impossible. Populism, unlike the broader force of democratization, is a more 

discrete political phenomena, so perhaps identifying discrete causes is a more feasible yet 

still daunting task. Regardless of feasibility, gains by populists across the global 

democratic landscape have made understanding the causes of populism more urgent, 

leading to the creation of a wide array of causal models. Just as each attempt to define 

populism can be insightful depending on the context, each theory on what causes 

populism holds true in some contexts more so than others, both vulnerable to and 

benefitting from regionalism that creates barriers to cross-regional comparison of 

populism while simultaneously providing clarity about how populism can uniquely 

manifest depending on its environment. I will briefly outline the basic premises of 

individual theories that economic crises, cultural backlash, security threats, corruption, 

and institutional failures cause a rise in populism.  

The Economic Causal Model of Populism  

The economic crisis causal model for populism taken in its simplest form 

proposes that populism can arise from economic turmoil. This model is broad enough to 

explain a wide variety of cases from all regions; however, one must ask whether this 

broadness is distinctive in any way, since it is easy to argue that all types of political 

actors, regardless of ideology, can use economic uncertainty to profit politically, thus 

rendering the economic causal model as untenable. In considering literature on this 

model, those conducting research clearly attempt to find some distinguishing economic 
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factor that leads to populism, but this attempt to provide distinctiveness leads once again 

to theories steeped in regionalism (Funke, Schularick, and Trebesch 2016; Inglehart and 

Norris 2017; Weyland 2013).  

One study finds that in Western Europe, far-right parties, particularly populist far-

right parties, experience electoral gains in the wake of a financial crisis―specifically a 

financial crisis, not general recessions or other types of economic crises (Funke, 

Schularick, and Trebesch 2016). Another model posits that in response to an increasing 

lack of job security, economic inequality, and declining income (in addition to cultural 

backlash that will be discussed later), populist authoritarian movements are gaining 

traction with voters in Europe (Inglehart and Norris 2017). Both of these models, while 

incredibly insightful into the current rise of right-wing populist parties in Europe, are too 

specific to be considered a universal theory on why populists gain power, especially since 

both of these theories fail to parse populism as a variable from right-wing extremism, 

authoritarianism, and xenophobia, making these models just as good for explaining a rise 

in those characteristics as populism itself. These models do not translate well to Latin 

America because many Latin American states have always had poor financial institutions, 

extreme income inequality, and a lack of economic security, so one could not say that 

shifts in these factors causes populism in Latin America since these factors are relatively 

constant.  

The economic causal models of populism in Latin America similarly have 

regional specificities that prevent a sufficient amount of distinction from being added to 

the economic causal model of populism in a way that can be translated across regions. 

Weyland, for example, points out that left-wing populists like Chavez and Bolivian 
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President Evo Morales stake their platforms on long-standing structural problems like 

poverty and inequality, while right-wing populists like Fujimori and Menem stake their 

platforms on short-run neoliberal reforms caused by inflationary crises (Weyland 2013, 

1999). Both explanations for populist success stop short of crossing regional boundaries 

since Western Europe has less structural inequality and poverty, and its right-wing 

populists are not necessarily neoliberal, some even arguing for economic protectionism, 

or facing inflationary crises. This shows that the economic causal model for populism is 

unlikely to find any particular factor that distinguishes it from the notion that economic 

factors cause many various political shifts. However, these more specific models can 

serve to explain particular types of populist movements from region to region, so this 

model cannot be ignored completely; it just cannot be cited as an overarching distinctive 

cause. 

The Cultural Backlash Causal Model of Populism 

Cultural backlash is also cited as a cause of populist movements. In a similar 

fashion to the economic model, claiming cultural backlash in general is a cause of 

populism might be too reductionist, and attempts to pinpoint a specific type of cultural 

backlash as a cause tend to strip its universality. Inglehart and Norris theorize that 

populist authoritarian movements are gaining power as backlash to post-materialism in 

conjunction with rising economic insecurity, particularly spurred by the migrant crisis in 

which many Muslim refugees sought shelter across Europe (Inglehart and Norris 2017; 

Norris and Inglehart 2019). Furthermore, they also posit that libertarian populist 

movements are gaining power because of voters who support postmaterialist values 

(Norris and Inglehart 2019). This theory fits when one considers the changing platforms 
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of European political parties and Europeans’ attitudes towards immigration; however, 

many populists do not campaign on a platform of xenophobia since not all countries have 

faced migration crises, and populist movements pre-date post-materialism (“Migration 

and Migrant Population Statistics - Statistics Explained” 2017).  

Pointing to these two cultural shifts as a cause of populism may be correct in the 

current context of Europe, but it is not generalizable. Latin America has had recent 

migrant crises of its own, with the crises in the Northern Triangle and Venezuela 

currently at the forefront, but these migrants are typically fleeing to contiguous countries 

with less of a cultural disparity between their and their host cultures than the disparity 

between that of the refugees fleeing to European countries. Furthermore, while Europe 

has shifted from economic to post-materialist values and party cleavages have followed 

this trend, Latin America has seen a rise in political competition that is based on class 

voting, so the backlash theory that works in Europe has little similar basis to the political 

context in Latin America (Mainwaring 2018). 

Furthermore, cultural shifts are difficult to parse from their causes. Sometimes a 

shift is caused by economic factors, like industrialization or, as previously mentioned, 

economic security promoting post-materialism (Inglehart and Norris 2017). Institutional 

changes, technological advances, media influence, and a wide variety of other societal 

forces can cause cultural change, so it is difficult to determine whether cultural backlash 

is the cause of populist movements or whether both cultural backlash and populism are 

both just products of one of these other forces. Cultural backlash is also difficult to 

measure. While surveys of the population and other indicators can be clear, they do not 

show the whole picture; however, they can be useful in determining cultural shifts. The 
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cultural backlash model, like the economic model, is dynamic and apt for some cases of 

populism, but it is not universalizable across regions and ideological spectrums. 

The Physical Security Causal Model of Populism 

The relationship between the migrant crisis and populism in Europe can be 

interpreted a second way, instead of interpreting Europeans’ backlash to the influx of 

migrants as cultural. Many right-wing European populist parties characterize the 

migration crisis in terms of physical security in addition to a threat to the cultural purity 

of their respective countries. For example, the Sweden Democrats pushed the message 

that the influx of refugees is connected with raising crime rates despite the fact that there 

is no basis for these claims, a trend that is mirrored by other far right parties in the region 

(Coughlan 2018). One could argue that these populist actors simply use concerns like fear 

for physical safety and rising crime rates as an attempt to justify their xenophobia beyond 

racism, and that the only reason they truly gain support is through their anti-

multiculturalism appeals; however, parties like the Sweden Democrats are not shy about 

their disdain for multiculturalism, yet they still choose to focus on how immigrants are a 

physical security threat as well.  

When voters perceive their physical security is at stake, this affects voting 

preferences, potentially causing them to endorse populist political actors (Inglehart 1997; 

Inglehart and Welzel 2005). Indeed, physical security is even included in the name of 

populist parties across regions, from Argentina’s Justicalist Party to Lithuania’s Order 

and Justice Party to Poland’s Self-Defense of the Republic of Poland to Turkey’s Justice 

and Development Party, all implicitly suggesting that there is a threat to law and order. 

Left-wing populist presidents in Latin America have enforced new militarism, using the 
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military as the “equivalent of a political party while claiming to be “defenders of the 

nation,” while right-wing populist presidents increasingly rely on the military to maintain 

power and stability amidst high crime at the expense of democratic institutions (Diamint 

2015). Populists capitalize upon fears for physical safety in order to gain power, so 

security could be a viable causal factor populist success. Furthermore, physical insecurity 

is easier to identify than cultural backlash through measures like crime statistics, policing 

capacity, and reliability of the judicial system; however, physical security might only 

show part of the picture, especially since not every country with high violence elects a 

populist, and not every country that elects a populist has high crime rates or weak rule of 

law. Furthermore, in some cases the rate of violence increases under populists and they 

still win elections, like when Hugo Chávez led an unsuccessful coup and was later 

elected to power (Diamint 2015; Hawkins 2010). 

The Corruption Causal Model of Populism 

Corruption, like fear for physical safety, is a less nebulous concept than cultural 

backlash and general economic factors. This theory proposes that high levels of 

corruption can lead to populist movements, analyzing data from Latin America (Hawkins 

2010). Again, while European countries also have some corruption, it is much less 

pronounced than that of Latin America, so to apply corruption as a cause of populism in 

Europe might fall through. If one looks at Hungary, for example, corruption increased 

under populist President Orbán, who came to power after his socialist opponent was 

caught saying that his government was completely ineffectual (Krekó and Enyedi 2018). 

Since both Fidesz and the Socialists had both been plagued by corruption scandals, this 

would indicate that the other party’s corruption was not what motivated voters to turn to 
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the populist Fidesz, though one could argue that since Fidesz was the opposition party, 

voters supported it in spite of its own corruption and because of the Socialists’ corruption 

since they just wanted to reject the status quo. Regardless, corruption as a generalizable 

cause of populism is called into question by a lack of corruption in Europe and some 

populists’ tendencies to increase corruption once in power. 

The Institutional Causal Model of Populism 

Recently, the theory that populism is caused by institutional weakness, 

specifically party system weakness, is gaining more traction amongst scholars (Hicken 

and Self 2018; Kenny 2016). While the connection between populism and the erosion of 

democratic institutions has long been acknowledged, the causal relationship between 

populism and this weakness has been understudied, with much of the research focusing 

on how populism erodes institutions rather than how institutional erosion leads to 

populism (Diamint 2015; Inglehart and Norris 2017; Weyland 1999). This theory has 

long been in the subtext of populist literature but is rarely explicitly stated. This is in part 

because of the endogeneity issue with the theory. Even if institutional weakness leads to 

populism, populism also leads to institutional weakness, so making a clear causal 

argument between the two forces is difficult to parse out. 

Despite this difficulty, examples of research attempting to do this work are 

becoming more common. Allen Hicken and Darrin Self have linked populism to levels of 

party institutionalization and strength using cross-regional quantitative analysis (Hicken 

and Self 2018). Furthermore, Paul D. Kenny has conducted regression analysis that 

suggests populist electoral success is linked to a decentralization of party systems (Kenny 

2016). Populism is intrinsically linked to the strength and type of institutions, which one 
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can observe by comparing the higher rate of populism in Latin American countries than 

European countries, where presidentialism, party system strength, and levels of 

democratic consolidation all play a significant role. 

I will hypothesize that populism is caused by party weakness. When traditional 

parties fail to represent voters in a genuine and effective way, populist candidates who 

promise to represent the people and argue that the entire establishment cannot or will not 

do so become more appealing. A system built on traditional parties that fail to offer 

voters viable and reliable options across the ideological spectrum is vulnerable to 

populists who claim to oppose that system. Populist success is both a function of 

individual party strength and the overall state of the system. Political parties and the 

candidates they support are the political actors held most directly accountable to voters, 

so this is why I am positing that party system weakness plays a larger role in populist 

success than other democratic institutions. 

Populism is largely a function of trust. Populist actors sow, capitalize upon, and 

depend upon the people’s distrust in current political forces. Furthermore, populists 

cannot simply rely upon the people’s distrust in other political actors. While voters 

choose traditional opposition parties because they dislike the policy outcomes of the 

current administration and want policy change, voters elect populists because they 

distrust the political establishment and want political change beyond policy. Populists 

inspire trust in their idea for the country and distrust in the political establishment, and 

the people buy into the populist’s vision and trust that the populist represents the general 

will. This is why the ideational approach best fits populism. Populists claim to believe to 

represent the people and their general will, and in turn, the version of the “people” to 
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which they’re trying to appeal to trust in their vision. Therefore, distrust in traditional 

political parties leads to populist success. 

Certain states, particularly within the Americas and Western Europe, have long 

been considered consolidated democracies. Economic crises, security threats, and cultural 

shifts will always plague democracies, but the mark of a truly consolidated democracy is 

its ability to weather these threats to its institutions. Even when these threats seem to be 

the catalyst for populist movements, weakness of democratic institutions must precede 

these threats, since populism is a response to institutional weakness, and the strength of a 

consolidated democratic institution should be able to withstand turmoil. The most recent 

wave of populism has cast heavy doubts upon whether so-called consolidated 

democracies are as consolidated as once believed, and whether consolidated democracies 

exist at all.  

Research Outline 

I will be analyzing the relationship between populism and party system weakness 

in the following chapters. For Chapter 1, I have established a definition of populism and 

common causal models of populist success. Chapter 2 will outline my hypotheses about 

populism and party system weakness, the methods I will use to study populist success, 

and the case study selection process. Chapter 3 will perform a large-N quantitative 

analysis of populist success and party system weakness to establish the plausibility of a 

party system causal model. Chapter 4 will analyze each common causal model discussed 

in this chapter for each case of populist success. Chapter 5 will compare four cases of 

populist success in Spain, Italy, Mexico, and Brazil in order to test the hypotheses about 

party system weakness. Chapter 6 will discuss the conclusions drawn about the 
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relationship between populism and party system weakness and discuss the strengths of 

the party system weakness model as a causal factor in populist success. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Methods of Analyzing Populism’s Relationship to Party Weakness 

In this chapter, I will outline my hypotheses about populism and explain the 

methods used to test these hypotheses. The goal of proving or disproving these 

hypotheses is to show whether there is cross-regional continuity in causal factors and 

effects populist success. My two hypotheses are related to the relationship between 

populism and party systems. Populists, like any political actor, feed off and into party 

system weakness when they see the opportunity for political gain, but the anti-elite nature 

of populism suggests that there might be a unique connection between the two. In 

analyzing the following two hypotheses, I hope to shed new light on whether there is a 

connection and if this connection could be a uniting factor in the “cat-dog” 

conceptualization of the disjointed array of cases scholars have called populist (van 

Kessel 2014). 

In the following chapters, I will first perform a preliminary large-N cross-regional 

quantitative analysis on a wide range of cases from Latin America and Europe 

(McClintock and Greene 1985). The purpose of the statistical analysis is not to prove a 

causal relationship between populism and party system weakness, but to establish that 

there is a correlation between party system weakness and populist success which makes a 

causal relationship plausible. Because party system weakness is correlated with populism 

in a larger scale analysis, this would suggest that I have not intentionally omitted cases 

with populist success but without party system weakness. Rather, I have selected cases 

based firstly on the condition of populist success, country characteristics that help 
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analyze each hypothesis, and the fulfillment of the ideological and regional categories I 

will outline in the following section. The case study will analyze in detail if and to what 

extent party system weakness influences populist success. 

Hypotheses 

Since populism is related to regime change, I find similarities between the nature 

of populism and the process of democratization. In particular, I draw connections 

between the theories of democratization laid out by Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñan 

(Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñan 2013). I find compelling points of comparison between 

their theory on the causes of democratization and the theories I am testing on the causes 

of populism because their theory is actor-focused rather than driven by economics, 

culture, or other structural factors. Just as I point to insufficiencies in models that point to 

cultural shifts, economic crises, corruption, and security threats as the cause of populism, 

they point to similar insufficiencies in corollary causal models of democratization like 

modernization theory, class theories, and cultural theories because they are “distant” in 

the causal change (Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñan 2013). Instead they establish political 

actors’ normative preferences as a more proximate cause of democratization.  

Hypothesis 1: Weak party systems cause populist success 

While these “distant” theories might have causal impact on populist success, I am 

searching for a more proximate influence of populist success: party system weakness. 

Although some of these “distant” models have elements that can be more “proximate,” 

like acute economic crashes, crime or migration waves, or highly visible corruption 

scandals, the models behind these immediate contexts don’t require this proximity. The 

weakening of party systems and failure of political actors to connect with their voters is, 
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on the other hand, often a proximate result of these distant causal forces. Analyzing the 

more proximate cause of populist success in a theoretical, cross-regional manner is 

important because it is necessary for explaining populist success, might be a more 

universal causal factor than distant causal theories, and has been underdeveloped in 

literature. While the proximate explanation of party system weakness is not complete in 

itself, research on this explanation should not be neglected as the more popular debate on 

distant causal theories continues. Parties are often the most important actors in 

democratization and democratic breakdown, so it follows that they are also the most 

important actors in populist success, and thus should be prioritized as such (Mainwaring 

2018; Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñan 2013). 

As discussed in the first chapter, populism has multiple potential causes. In fact, 

the success of any political actor is a result of a myriad of different factors. While earlier 

populism literature has implicitly discussed the relationship between political parties and 

populism, only in newer literature has party system weakness been explicitly identified as 

a potential causal influence of populist success (Hawkins et al. 2019; Hicken and Self 

2018; Kenny 2016). When political parties are viewed as disconnected from the people 

by voters, due to any number of reasons, it follows that actors who claim to be able to 

rectify this disconnect, populists, would gain power. Other causal models of 

populism―economic crises, corruption, security threats, or cultural shifts―might hold 

true in some cases due to the fact that they cause voters to lose faith in traditional 

political parties and vote for populist actors instead; however, the weakness of the party 

system is a more universal causal factor of populism, while the other causal models are 

more specific to regions or situations or other specific contexts. Therefore, I will analyze 
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each case to determine whether party system weakness is present preceding populist 

success, whether distrust in current traditional parties causes voters to choose populist 

candidates instead, and whether party system weakness is a more universal and 

significant in each case than other potential causes of populist success. 

Voters who do not trust traditional political institutions are more likely to vote for 

radical actors (Doyle 2011). I specify that this is particularly true for party systems 

because of the nature of political parties’ power. Political parties are one of the few 

democratic political institutions that is a vertical democratic institution, as opposed to a 

horizontal one, in that their power is vested in the popular vote. Although populists 

attempt to undermine horizontal democratic institutions while in power, populist actors 

and populism itself relies on the popular vote for legitimacy (Levitsky and Loxton 2013; 

Ruth 2018). Because party systems and populism both rely on the popular vote for 

legitimacy, it naturally follows that a loss of trust in the former would lead to an increase 

in power to the other. For this reason, I have specified that populism might be more 

successful after a loss of trust in party systems rather than a general loss of trust in 

political institutions as a whole because there is a more direct relationship between the 

two.  

This hypothesis only frames party system weakness as a strong predictor of 

populist success, it does not also imply that populism is a necessary result of party system 

weakness. Weak party systems can both lead to and be accompanied by a variety of 

outcomes depending on the context, including a shift to one-party control, complete 

democratic breakdown, party realignment to new a “traditional” equilibrium, or even no 

change at all. Populism is not by any means an inevitable result of party system 
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weakness, but that does not mean that populism cannot be caused by party system 

weakness. The second hypothesis is the inverse of the first: 

Hypothesis 2: Populist actors will further undermine party system strength when in 

power.  

Just as I will test whether party system weakness leads to populist success, I will 

also test whether populism causes party system weakness. Populism’s corrosive effects 

on liberal democratic institutions, including political parties, have been well-established 

and well-debated in literature on the topic (de la Torre 2018; Mudde 2014; Mudde and 

Rovira Kaltwasser 2012; Weyland 2013). When non-traditional parties enter the political 

arena, it might cause traditional parties who have already lost some faith of the electorate 

to lose even more in comparison to new, radical actors. While the presence of populists 

itself may cause voters to support the non-traditional parties if the traditional parties have 

lost voter trust, populist actors may also actively attempt to ruin the credibility of 

traditional parties. Populists, as anti-institutionalists, might be opposed to the party 

system and attempt to undermine it as they might other democratic institutions. Indeed, 

many populists who have gained power have wielded it to undermine their competitors. I 

will study whether populist actors actively undermine the traditional party system.  

It is important to analyze this hypothesis as well as the first, since analyzing one 

without the other would ignore the potential endogeneity of the relationship between 

populism and party system weakness. If populism causes party system weakness, 

omitting this potential relationship might make it appear as though party system 

weakness causes populism when it in fact does not because the two are correlated. 

Furthermore, if party system weakness leads to populist success, then party systems could 
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continue to weaken under the populist because they were weakening anyways, and the 

populist success has no direct effect on the strength of political parties. Without analyzing 

both hypotheses separately and conjointly, one might mistake the negative correlation 

between populist success and party system strength as affirming either the first or second 

hypothesis when in fact the other, both, or neither hypothesis is true. 

Measuring Party System Weakness 

I will identify three major components of party system strength: party system 

institutionalization, individual party strength, and trust in political parties. I will use a 

variety of measurements of party system strength including survey results measuring trust 

in party systems from the Latinobarómetro and Eurobarometer surveys, measures of party 

systems from the Varieties of Democracy Institute (V-Dem), and qualitative observations 

from each case. I will be analyzing if these variables show that party system strength is 

indeed weakening as populist success is increasing. Then, I will analyze if there is a 

direct relationship between the two variables. 

I use Scott Mainwaring’s definition of party system institutionalization by 

analyzing the stability and predictability of party systems (Mainwaring 2018). For 

individual party strength, I will analyze party linkages with voters, party responsiveness 

to voters, leadership, and organization (Hicken and Self 2018). Finally, I will measure 

trust in political parties using survey data from the Eurobarometer and the 

Latinobarómetero. 

Case Study Selection 

In order to analyze whether and how party system weakness affects populist 

success, I chose to analyze four cases of populist success. Because the purpose of this 
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project is to compare populism from across regions, I chose two cases from Europe and 

two cases from Latin America. As previously discussed, one goal of this study is to 

bridge the gap caused by the regionalization of the study of populism, so I am choosing 

two cases from each region of interest rather than four from one region. I chose one left 

and one right-wing case of populist success from each region to account for any 

differences in causal factors based on political alignment. In studying populism, the 

concept of populism often gets paired with other political attributes in a way that makes it 

difficult to parse out what is being studied. For example, there have been recent studies 

on the causes of the rise of right-wing authoritarian populism in Europe, and these studies 

do not separate what factors cause populism, what factors cause nationalism, and what 

factors cause authoritarianism (Inglehart and Norris 2017). While it can be helpful to 

consider right-wing authoritarian populism as one conglomerate, the purpose of this 

paper is to study populism in a variety of contexts. Limiting analysis to one side of the 

spectrum would potentially conflate causes and attributes of these other concepts with 

that of populism. 

In choosing cases, I decided to only consider populist success between 1980 to the 

present in order to limit the time frame to the current political era. After considering a 

variety of cases throughout this time frame, I chose four cases of populist success in the 

most recent election in each of the respective countries. All four cases are from the most 

recent election for a variety of reasons. First, choosing cases from within a three-year 

period rather than cases spanning a longer period controls for variation caused simply 

because of a differing time frame. Second, choosing four cases from the most recent 

election cycle for each country allows me to analyze the most recent ‘wave’ of populism. 
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Third, I chose to study the most recent election cycle rather than another cycle because it 

was the only cycle where there are cases that fit all four categories, and it allows me to 

study a wave of populism that is relevant now. I will be studying MORENA and 

President Andrés Manuel López Obrador in Mexico, President Jair Bolsonaro and the 

PSL in Brazil, Podemos in Spain, and Lega and the Five Star Movement in Italy, shown 

in Table 2.1. 

For Latin America, I choose the cases of Mexico and Brazil. Latin America has a 

multitude of cases of populist success, which I limited first by analyzing the regime in 

each country. Since the purpose of this paper is to analyze the relationship of populism to 

democratic institutions, I only consider cases where the country has been consistently 

democratic for a substantial period of time before the populist achieves success. While 

one could study the effects of populism on regime type and vice versa, I intend to analyze 

primarily the democratic institution of party systems for analysis. During the process of 

regime change, the state of many liberal democratic institutions is in flux, not just party 

systems, so it would be difficult to isolate a change in party system strength as the cause 

of populist success as opposed to a different democratic institution.  
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Table 2.1 Case Selection Matrix 
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To determine regime type, I use the classifications laid out by Mainwaring and 

Pérez-Liñan (Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñan 2013). According to their classification, 

Brazil transitioned from authoritarianism to a democracy in 1985 and has maintained that 

status. Mexico transitioned from authoritarianism to a semi-democratic regime in 1988, 

then transitioned to a democracy in 2000, and has maintained that status. This standard 

also holds true for both European cases, which is important to note since Spain 

democratized in 1975 following the Franco dictatorship. Furthermore, all three of these 

third wave democracies have improved their democracies since democratization 

(Mainwaring and Bizzarro 2019). This is important because the long trend of 

improvement allows me to start with the base assumption that these democracies have 

been improving and that the populist success is not a side effect of a longer trend of 

democratic breakdown. 

The success of MORENA and President Andrés Manuel López Obrador, also 

referred to as AMLO, in Mexico is my case of left-wing populist success in the region. 

AMLO won the most recent presidential election after splitting off from his old party, the 

Party of Democratic Revolution (PRD), and forming MORENA as a new left-wing party. 

AMLO has previously launched multiple failed presidential runs using populist rhetoric 

as a candidate for the PRD, so this case will be useful for determining what changed in 

the electorate to cause him to finally win the presidency. While AMLO is not new, the 

party he won the presidency under is new, and it would be interesting to see how 

AMLO’s relationship to the traditional party dynamic in Mexico affected his success. 

AMLO is also the only populist out of these cases who has almost won an election 

before, so comparing his near-win in 2006 to his success in 2018 could show some 
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within-case similarities between the two election cycles that provide wider insight. 

Mexico is also the least consolidated democracy of the cases and the last to transition to 

full democracy, so this provides variation in the democratic context of the party systems 

(Bruhn 2012; Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñan 2013). Mexico transitioned from a “party-

dominant” regime into a democracy, with the former ruling party, the PRI, still a major 

part of the party system, so this provides a unique background to study the implications 

of party system shifts on populism (Hellinger 2011). 

I choose President Jair Bolsonaro and the Social Liberal Party (PSL) in Brazil as 

the case of right-wing populist success in Latin America. Bolsonaro rose meteorically in 

the most recent presidential race after Lula and the PT weathered corruption scandals 

(Hunter and Power 2019). His meteoric rise plots a differing path than AMLO’s rise to 

power because he was not a major national political player with a traditional party and 

only became a member of the PSL for this election. Their differing paths to the 

presidency might reveal something new about populism’s relationship to party system 

weakness since one populist was well established in politics and won after creating his 

own offshoot of an equally established political party, while another was an outsider in 

politics and coopted a previously irrelevant “party for rent” (Hunter and Power 2019). 

Brazil is also an interesting case because it transitioned directly from military rule to 

democracy. While Mexico still has remnant actors from its dictatorship still functioning 

in current day politics, Brazil’s party system no longer includes the pro-military regime 

party, so this provides variation in the history of party systems studied. 

Both of these cases of populist success in Latin America have changed notions of 

party system stability in the region since these are some of the most prominent and stable 
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Latin American democracies. Populist leaders in these two countries drastically changes 

the political landscape of the whole region, so these cases are appropriate for analyzing 

how party system weakness affects populist success. Importantly, since many Latin 

American countries have never had stable party systems, it would be impossible to 

analyze whether party system weakness causes populist success because one could not 

track whether changes in party system strength cause changes in populist electoral 

results, whereas choosing two countries with stronger party systems allows one to track 

whether the state of the system has eroded or stayed equally strong preceding populist 

success. 

In presidential systems of Latin America, I chose two cases of populist success 

where a populist wins the presidential election. In parliamentary systems, on the other 

hand, determining what constitutes a populist ‘success’ is more subjective. Because 

prime ministers are not directly elected, I could not use the same standard of success as 

that of presidential systems. Due to the electoral and party systems in Europe, it is 

relatively rare for a single political party to achieve majority in parliament. Because of 

this, even if a political party received the most votes, it might not have the most power in 

the new government since it must first form a coalition government with other parties. 

For example, a right-wing populist party could receive the most votes, but it may not be 

able to partner with enough other parties to form a coalition government, thus allowing 

for a left-wing coalition government to control parliament and leaving the right-wing 

populist party with relatively little power. Therefore, one would not say this right-wing 

populist party is objectively ‘successful,’ so vote share is only a subjective measure of 

success for populist political parties in parliamentary systems. 
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On the other hand, scholars have been worrying over the rise of populism in 

Western Europe even in cases where populist parties receive a small percentage of the 

vote and are not a part of the governing coalition, like in Germany with the AfD and 

Sweden with the Sweden Democrats. Furthermore, even if a populist party receives 

relatively little seats in parliament, it can still enact drastic changes in a country. For 

example, the United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) received less than fifteen 

percent of the vote and only two seats in parliament, but this was enough for their 

platform of Brexit to come to fruition, radically changing European politics. Even though 

they only held two seats in parliament, one might say UKIP was relatively successful in 

achieving its goal of exiting the EU. Some argue that many of the populist parties in 

Europe can achieve greater ‘success’ as an opposition party, and not as the governing 

party. Therefore, I choose cases of success in parliamentary systems based on their 

relative position in parliament, not an objective level of electoral results or control of 

leadership. 

When considering regional studies in Europe, scholars typically differentiate 

between Eastern and Western Europe for a variety of reasons, including cultural, 

political, and historical differences. I choose to only consider Western Europe because 

the region is arguably less similar to Latin America than Eastern Europe. Western Europe 

has a longer tradition of democracy than Eastern Europe, Western Europe has not been 

colonized, Western Europe has parliamentary systems while Eastern Europe has semi-

presidential systems, and Western Europe generally has lower corruption and a lower 

GINI coefficient, making it more different from Latin America than Eastern Europe is. 

Therefore, in order to compare the most different regions and see if there are still 
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commonalities between the causes and effects of populism, I only consider cases of 

Western Europe for this case study. Furthermore, restricting European cases to one region 

can control to some extent for cultural disparity, especially since both cases are 

Mediterranean countries. Parliamentary systems are more dissimilar to presidential 

systems than the semi-presidential systems often found in Eastern Europe, so having two 

cases of parliamentary systems to compare to the presidential systems is important for 

analysis. 

I chose the success of Podemos in Spain as the European case of populist left-

wing success. I choose cases where populist parties are one of the two largest parties 

supporting the coalition government. Podemos is the most successful left-wing populist 

party in Western Europe during the timeframe of interest, and relatively successful 

compared to right-wing European populist parties as well. Currently, the Unidos 

Podemos alliance (an alliance of Podemos and IU) holds the largest number of seats in 

the confidence and supply of the Spanish Parliament. Because of the successful vote of 

no confidence for former Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy, Spain currently has a minority 

government led by the PSOE with a confidence and supply instead of atypical coalition 

government. The confidence and supply pledges to vote with the minority government on 

votes of confidence for the prime minister and on budgetary votes. Therefore, Unidos 

Podemos is the second largest party that is not a part of the opposition, thus making it a 

relatively successful populist party (Hawkins et al. 2019). Furthermore, Spain has 

transitioned successfully to a robust democracy, so even though it only democratized in 

1975, we can consider it a consolidated democracy (Mainwaring and Bizzarro 2019). As 
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one of the few successful left-wing populist parties in Europe, Podemos is a fitting case 

for the purpose of this study. 

I chose the success of Lega and the Five Star Movement in Italy for my European 

case of right-wing populist success. M5S and Lega are the two largest parties in the 

governing coalition in Italy. The Prime Minister chosen by the coalition government 

between the two, Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte, is only loosely affiliated with M5S, but 

both populist parties have control of the government. While M5S, the larger of the two 

parties, does not fall within the traditional left-right paradigm, Lega is a straightforward 

far-right party. The Chapel Hill Expert Survey 2017 classifies M5S as having “no family” 

identification on the ideological classification spectrum (Polk et al. 2014). Because M5S 

and the traditionally right-wing Lega formed a coalition government together, the success 

of M5S and Lega in the most recent election is a case of right-wing populist success. 

Even though M5S does not classify as a right-wing party, its neutrality along the left-

right spectrum allows Lega’s right-wing ideology to characterize the ideological 

classification of this case. M5S’s centrism also adds a new dimension to the analysis of 

party systems as well. Furthermore, Lega is now “the most successful far-right party” 

(not just right-wing populist party) in Western Europe and has now gained more support 

from the electorate than M5S as M5S’s popularity wanes after the election (D’Alimonte 

2019).  

Italy has been considered a full democracy for a longer period than the other three 

cases, since the Latin American cases democratized in the third wave of democracy in the 

region, and Spain democratized after the Franco regime fell in 1975. In addition to 

choosing the Italian case over a case from a semi-presidential country like Hungary due 
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to regime type, choosing a case that has been an established democracy (as opposed to 

post-communist countries that democratized after the fall of the USSR) is important to 

drawing generalizable conclusions. Therefore, I have chosen Italy and Lega (and M5S) as 

the case of right-wing populist success in Europe. 

The four countries chosen have similarities that can help to control for variation 

between each. Each country has one of the top fifteen largest GDPs in the world 

according to World Bank. Furthermore, based on projections by the United Nations, 

Brazil and Mexico both have the two largest population sizes in Latin America, while 

Italy and Spain both have one of the top five largest populations in Europe. The fact that 

populists are gaining significant power in (more than) four of the world’s fifteen largest 

economies makes choosing these cases significant in itself. However, the size and 

economic position of these countries plays a more practical role in the case selection as 

well. 

Another factor in choosing cases was the history of populism in each country. 

Because I chose cases of populist success in the most recent election cycle, I also ensured 

some cases had a previous history of populism in order to analyze whether populism 

causes party system weakness. One could not tell the extent to which populist success 

would weaken party systems in cases where populists have only been present fir the most 

recent election cycle since the weakening of party systems can occur gradually over time. 

In Mexico, AMLO has run three times before finally winning this election cycle using 

populist rhetoric. In Brazil, the leader of Bolsonaro’s opposition, former president Luiz 

Inácio Lula de Silva, is a left-wing populist who has been successful and won multiple 

presidential elections since Brazil democratized. In Italy, the right-wing populist and 
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former prime minister Berlusconi and his party Forza Italia paved the way for the success 

of Lega and M5S. Only Spain has no significant history of populism, which is important 

for analyzing the causal relationship of party system weakness on populism without 

confounding results with the endogenous relationship between populists and party system 

weakness. 

Testing these hypotheses in this case study will allow me to show that party 

system weakness provides fertile grounds for populism. By establishing this relationship 

in two countries across ideological and regional spectrums, I hope to show that populism 

does have similarities in multiple regions. Furthermore, the statistical analysis show that 

it would be plausible to extend the influence of party system weakness on populism to 

other cases. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Statistical Analysis of Populist Success and Party System Weakness 
 

 
Because the field of cross-regional quantitative research of populism is relatively 

new, very little cross-regional quantitative analysis on populism has been conducted. This 

is beginning to change, as those producing work in this field develop tools and indices to 

measure populist attitudes, calculate how populist attitudes are mobilized, and conduct 

quantitative research on what factors cause populism (Doyle 2011; Hawkins et al. 2019; 

Hicken and Self 2018; Kenny 2016; Mudde, Hawkins, and Riding 2012). Building upon 

these efforts, I will perform a statistical analysis to inspect the relationship between 

populism and party system strength. The goal of this statistical analysis is meant to 

establish correlation between party system weakness and populist electoral success, 

whereas the case study that will follow analyzes whether this correlation indicates a 

causal relationship. Establishing this correlation provides a foundation to build the case 

studies upon, and perhaps produces grounds for generalizability of findings regarding the 

relationship between populism and party systems. Therefore, the statistical analysis of 

this relationship is a plausibility test of the strength of party system weakness’ influence 

on populist success. 

Empirical Strategy 
 

This analysis aims to test whether populist vote share increases as party system 

strength decreases. Because there is a wide range of factors other than the variable of 

interest that could account for cross-sectional variation in levels of populist success, I use 
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a fixed effects model to account for this problem. This can help control for a number 

oftime-constant factors, including important differences in political structures that are 

relatively constant (such as voting systems and whether a country is presidential, semi-

presidential, or parliamentary). Since the dataset is heteroskedastic, I use robust standard 

errors. Additionally, I attempt to control for time-varying factors that might affect the 

electoral results by including a number of control variables. I control for economic 

variables since these might influence both party system strength and voter support for 

populist candidates. I also include a measure of corruption in the modeling as an alternate 

causal theory for populist success. I would have liked to include controls for the other 

causal models of populism, cultural backlash and security threats, as discussed in the first 

chapter; however, both of these factors are difficult to measure as laid out by the 

theoretical framework in a way that would be continuous across countries. The cultural 

backlash theory has deep roots in the context of Europe, and concepts such as post-

materialism are largely difficult to measure (Norris and Inglehart 2019). For the security 

theory, the causes of the perceived security crises in Latin America and Europe, high 

crime rates and immigration respectively, are disparate and impossible to boil down to 

one single measure.  

Therefore, I will continue with the regression analysis by addressing alternate 

causal theories of economic crises and corruption directly in the model while 

acknowledging that excluding controls for cultural shifts and perceptions of security 

introduces potential omitted variable bias. For this reason, I reiterate that this model 

should not be viewed as an attempt to determine causal factors of populism, rather it is 

used to simply establish correlation between populism and variables of interest. 
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Furthermore, although some of the coefficients for variables of interest are found to be 

significant, the question of endogeneity between populist success and the independent 

variables is unavoidable. The purpose of the case study is to analyze both the question of 

endogeneity and whether the omitted potential causal variables are significantly skewing 

the results, in addition to determining whether party system weakness has a causal 

relationship to populism. 

Data 

The dependent variable of interest is populist electoral success, or populist vote 

share in general elections. To create this dataset, I use and slightly extend the coding of 

populists created by Paul D. Kenny, which is an extension of coding by Coppedge, 

Doyle, and Pop-Eleches (Coppedge 1997; Doyle 2011; Kenny 2016; Pop-Eleches 2009). 

I used the coding done by Kirk Hawkins to update this coding to include new populist 

parties that entered into the political arena after Kenny’s coding set ended (Hawkins et al. 

2019). The final list includes populists from 49 countries spanning the years 1980-2017. 

The full list of populist parties and candidates (when relevant) is included in Table 3.A1 

of the appendix. A full list of all countries included in analysis is found in Table 3.A2. To 

create the dependent variable from this coding, I took the vote percentage received by 

each of these populist actors in elections. I only included general elections in this dataset. 

For presidential democracies, I used the vote percentage received by the presidential 

candidate for respective populist actors. For elections with multiple rounds of voting, I 

used the vote percentage received in the first round of voting. 

For the party system strength variable, I considered multiple indicators of party 

system strength. I used the party institutionalization index (party institutionalization) 
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created by the Varieties of Democracy Project (V-Dem) (Coppedge et al. 2018). This 

variable measures how institutionalized party systems are on a scale of 0-1, and has 

datapoints for all countries for all years analyzed. While this variable is valuable, party 

system institutionalization only tells part of the story of party system strength. This 

provides a good measure of how well the rules of the party system are set up and how 

well parties adhere to these rules, which is important for a well-functioning party system. 

However, this does not account for the strength of the relationship between political 

parties and voters. To measure this relationship, I used survey data from the 

Latinobarómetro and Eurobarometer (Commission of the European Communities 2018; 

Lagos 2018). Specifically, I used data from questions that ask respondents whether they 

trust political parties in their countries, which is measured in percentage points on a scale 

of 0-100.  

Because the Eurobarometer only asked whether they trust or do not trust political 

parties, whereas the Latinobarómetro asked whether they trust parties a lot, some, a little, 

or not at all, I aggregated the percent of respondents who said they trust parties a lot with 

those who trust parties some in the Latinobarómetro to create a similar binary 

measurement of party system trust to the Eurobarometer measurement. I decided to use 

the percent of those who responded that they trust political parties (to some extent) as the 

indicator (trust in parties) for whether political parties are connecting with voters, 

measured on a scale of 0-100 percent. I also lag the variable by one year to more 

accurately approximate the feelings about party systems before the election, since it is 

possible survey results taken in the same year of an election were taken after the election 

and could thus be a reaction to an unfavorable or favorable outcome, confounding results. 
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As the Eurobarometer is taken twice a year, I only took data from the first survey taken 

since I could not have two values for each year. The survey data is more limited in scope 

than the party institutionalization index. The survey question was only asked on the 

Latinobarómetro starting in 1995 to 2017, and some countries did not participate in the 

survey some years. The Eurobarometer only introduced the survey question in 2000, so 

data only covers 2000-2017. Furthermore, since the Eurobarometer only covers countries 

within the European Union, some European countries are excluded from this indicator 

either entirely or up until the point they joined the European Union. 

I find trust in political parties to be the more important indicator of party system 

strength because this affects voting behavior more than party system institutionalization 

does. If voters trust political parties, they are less likely to vote for anti-establishment 

candidates. Even if the party system is well-institutionalized with well-run political 

parties, voters will still vote for anti-establishment candidates if the platforms of the 

parties do not address voters’ concerns. However, the level of institutionalization of party 

systems is still important, so it is useful to include in the model. Furthermore, comparing 

the two indicators could reveal important implications about liberal democracy. If the 

institutionalization of party systems proves to be more important in whether populists get 

elected than trust in party systems, this might suggest that simply bolstering liberal 

democratic institutions can prevent populists from gaining power. On the other hand, if 

trust proves to be a more important predictor of populist success, this suggests that the 

level of consolidation of liberal institutions won’t protect against populists if parties 

themselves are not connecting with voters. However, because institutionalization and 
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trust in party systems might have an endogenous relationship, I will test both indicators 

separately as well as together. 

To measure the levels of corruption, I employ the corruption index (corruption) 

created by V-Dem (Coppedge et al. 2018). Like the party institutionalization index, this 

index also covers the entire time period of interest for each country and is measured on a 

scale of 0-1. This index estimates the level of corruption in a country in a given year. 

Therefore, it is an appropriate indicator to use to determine whether corruption is 

correlated with populist success. One drawback to this indicator is that it is only a general 

aggregated measure of corruption in a given year and would not be responsive to 

corruption scandals. Furthermore, it is an index created by experts and most of the scores 

are determined retroactively. This could indicate that it is not the most effective measure 

of how corruption affects voting behavior since, if a major corruption scandal occurs that 

indicts politicians for the past twenty years, voters could change from thinking their 

government is not corrupt to thinking the government is highly corrupt from one year to 

another. Those scoring the countries retroactively, on the other hand, already knew about 

the corruption scandal so would code a country’s system as corrupt for the entirety of the 

time frame whereas voters were voting as if the system was not corrupt for this same time 

frame. Regardless, this is still the most comprehensive measure available for corruption, 

so it is still apt for analysis. 

For the economic control variables, I use three economic indicators from the 

World Bank: GDP per capita, inflation rates (inflaion), and the GINI index (GINI) for 

each country in each year (“GDP per Capita (Constant 2010 US$) | Data” 2019; “GINI 

Index (World Bank Estimate) | Data” 2019; “Inflation, Consumer Prices (Annual %) | 
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Data” 2019). GDP per capita controls for differing basic economic conditions in each 

country. Inflation is important to include because drastic changes in inflation could 

indicate an economic crisis. The GINI index is perhaps the most important to include 

because high economic inequality might directly influence a populist’s anti-elitist appeal 

against the wealthy, and often populists activate class cleavages to say the lower class is 

the ‘pure’ people against the wealthy elite. These economic indicators provide a 

sufficient control for economic effects on populist success. 

I include all election results in my data, including cases where elections are 

undemocratic. For example, Peru’s 2001 elections are not regarded as free and fair, so 

one might suggest that I exclude this election and those like it from the results; however, 

I include all election results since it would be difficult to determine for every election in 

every country whether the election meets an arbitrary standard of fairness (Levitsky and 

Loxton 2013). I believe that including these elections will not significantly affect the 

results of the regression, and may even be important to include, since this might reveal 

something about party strength and populism, seeing as Fujimori is considered a populist. 

It is also important to note that there are many countries that do not have any cases of 

populism at all in the time frame analyzed, so these show that there is not selection bias 

for cases with populists, and including these cases ensures that there is not selection bias 

towards countries with populist actors. 

A codebook and summary statistics for all variables are shown in Tables 3.A3 and 

3.A4 respectively. A correlation matrix is shown in Table 3.A5. 
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Hypothesis 2a: Weak party systems are correlated with populist electoral success. 

I am analyzing a moderated version of Hypothesis 1 using the results from this 

regression. Specifically, I hypothesize that as party systems weaken, both through losing 

institutional strength and losing the trust of voters, populists gain electoral success. I will 

thus expect a negative correlation between the percent of voters who report trusting 

political parties and the party system institutionalization index with the percent received 

by populist voters. If this hypothesis is accepted, this serves as a plausibility test for 

whether party system weakness causes populist success. 

Results 

The results of these models are reported in Table 1. The models reported in this 

table alternate between combinations of trust in parties, party institutionalization, and 

corruption as possible explanatory variables of populist success, each including economic 

control variables. Of the central hypothesis of this chapter is correct, then the two 

variables measuring party system strength will decrease as populist vote percentages 

increase. I also hypothesize that trust will be more significant than party system 

institutionalization based on the nature of voting behavior and previous literature that 

connects trust in institutions with populist success (Doyle 2011). 

This is exactly what the statistical analysis shows. For every model including the 

variable, trust in parties is negative and statistically significant at the .05 level or better. 

The effects are relatively large. When the trust in parties increases by one percentage 

point, populist vote share decreases by anywhere between .376 to .529 percentage points, 

depending on the model. Because the average for populist vote share is 11.44%, this is a 

relatively large correlation. In other words, for every percent trust in parties increases, 
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populist vote share decreases by over half a percentage point. This is a highly substantial 

number. Trust in parties increases in significance to the .01 level or better when it is in a 

model that also includes party institutionalization, but including both variables does not 

change the substantive effects of trust in parties. 

Results are not as robust for other potential explanatory variables. Party 

institutionalization is only found statistically significant at the .01 level or better when 

both it and trust in parties are included in the model. In all models, party 

institutionalization is correctly signed, and it has a larger substantive effect than trust in 

parties, regardless of significance. However, the fact that trust in parties is significant for 

all models where it is included implies that it’s correlation with populist vote share might 

be a more noteworthy factor in populist success than the institutionalization of parties, as 

I have suggested. Corruption is found to be barely statistically significant at the .1 level 

or greater only when in models that also include trust in parties. Regardless of this 

significance, the coefficients for corruption are not correctly signed in any of the models. 

For the economic control variables, only inflation is significant at the .01 level or better 

in the models that do not include trust in parties, but the substantive effects of inflation 

are negligible. GDP per capita and GINI are insignificant in all models tested, with both 

being incorrectly signed as well. These results show that trust in parties has the most 

robust correlation with populist vote share. 
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Table 3.1 OLS Model of Populist Vote Share 

VARIABLES Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 
       
Trust in Parties -0.529** -0.492*** -0.406**   -0.376** 
 (0.222) (0.178) (0.179)   (0.140) 
Party Institutionalization  -153.0***  -86.37*  -149.7*** 
  (41.81)  (45.55)  (40.82) 
Real GDP per Capita 0.00103 0.00117 0.00108* 0.00105*** 0.000862*** 0.00120* 
 (0.000817) (0.000824) (0.000616) (0.000298) (0.000258) (0.000613) 
Inflation 0.336 0.165 0.379 0.00674*** 0.00708*** 0.210 
 (0.245) (0.218) (0.231) (0.00157) (0.00145) (0.215) 
GINI -0.655 -0.641 -0.222 -0.0338 -0.207 -0.231 
 (0.654) (0.600) (0.683) (0.312) (0.330) (0.593) 
Corruption   -75.61** -56.53 -24.07 -71.53** 
   (35.44) (53.02) (42.96) (29.22) 
Constant 29.57 146.8*** 35.75 81.75* 13.97 150.1*** 
 (34.58) (41.17) (33.49) (45.98) (20.85) (40.94) 
       
Observations 129 129 129 170 170 129 
R-squared 0.156 0.350 0.237 0.215 0.129 0.422 
Number of id 44 44 44 47 47 44 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Conclusion 

Based on these results, I can conclude that trust in political parties has a strong 

correlation with populism, so it is plausible that party system weakness causes populist 

success. While voter trust in political parties is important, the level to which these parties 

are institutionalized may also play a role in populist electoral success. Furthermore, these 

results suggest that there is a relationship between trust in parties, party system 

institutionalization, and corruption. This relationship makes sense intuitively. If parties 

have no framework within which to operate, they are less likely to be held accountable 

and regulated, and this may decrease voter trust. On the other hand, if voters trust the 

major political parties, this could cause these parties to establish stronger organization 

and integrate themselves into the political establishment, thus trust in parties can increase 

party system institutionalization. Similarly, corruption in the political system can 

significantly decrease voter trust in parties, so it makes sense that inclusion of one of 

these variables affects the other. 

Overall, the results of this statistical analysis provide solid ground to support the 

hypothesis that weak party systems are correlated with populist electoral success. Proving 

this hypothesis with a panel dataset that includes over 40 countries across time suggests 

that if I show that party system weakness causes populist electoral success in the 

following case study, this conclusion might be generalizable to a wider range of 

countries. Furthermore, showing that party system weakness and populist success are 

correlated in a large number of countries helps to show that I did not select my cases 

conditioned on the fact that they had both party system weakness and populist successes. 

Although I find party system weakness preceded populist success in all four cases, I 
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selected my cases based on reasoning discussed in the previous chapter. The fact that I 

find a relationship between the two factors in all four cases, combined with the results of 

this study that show party system weakness is correlated with populist vote share 

provides the grounds to discuss the generalizability of party system weakness as a strong 

cause of populist success. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Populist Success: Case by Case 

In this chapter, I will analyze each individual case to determine whether the 

political actor studied is indeed populist, and how well major causal theories of populism 

fit for each case. To establish that each political actor studied is populist, I will show how 

the actor integrates the populist ideology of anti-pluralism (through a monolithic view of 

the people and their will), anti-elitism, and anti-institutionalism. I will then apply the 

causal models of economic crises, cultural backlash, security threats, and corruption to 

provide context for each case of populist success and show that these models do not 

encompass the causal factors of populist success. 

Mexico 

Andrés Manuel López Obrador has been involved in Mexican politics since 

Mexico transitioned to a full democracy in 2000, originally gaining prominence as mayor 

of Mexico City then running for the presidency three times. Up until the previous election 

he has been a candidate for the Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD), joining the 

party when it was formed in 1988. While the founder of the PRD, Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas, 

had integrated some populist ideals into the party, AMLO more fully embraced populism 

when he became the party’s candidate. The PRD has been the established left-wing party 

since 1988, so it radically changed the party system when AMLO broke from the PRD to 

form the National Regeneration Movement (MORENA) and won the 2018 election as the 

candidate for his new party. 
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Identifying AMLO as Populist 

AMLO has consistently espoused populist ideology since his first presidential 

campaign in 2006. He has portrayed the lower classes as the ‘pure’ people, championing 

the will of “those from below” against the will of those at the top, he has both 

campaigned against the elite and blamed them for corruption and election fraud after 

narrowly losing the 2006 election, and he has questioned the legitimacy and promised 

reform of the political institutions in place (Bruhn 2012). Therefore, his ideology contains 

all three major facets of populism. 

AMLO’s belief that the poor represent the true people of Mexico is not just a 

piece of vague rhetoric, it is integrated into his policy proposals in a way that makes him 

clearly populist due to his monolithic portrayal of the people and their will. In campaign 

speeches, he would portray the benefits he intended to offer to the poor as a right, not as 

something that should be means-tested and only offered to those most in need, social 

programs that he could pay for by taking from the rich (Bruhn 2012). This shows that he 

believes the people’s will was a policy to be enforced as an objective good, not as 

something to be debated and changed based on disagreements and practical concerns. As 

mayor of Mexico City, he would implement social programs without legislative debate, 

showing that he thought his popular mandate had made him the arbitrator of the people’s 

will as a concept that was fixed, not open for debate (Bruhn, 2012). 

His reaction to his narrow loss in 2006 perhaps best exemplifies how AMLO’s 

ideology is anti-pluralistic. Upon losing, AMLO claimed he was a victim of election 

fraud since, if the people’s will had been truly represented, it would have been impossible 

to lose against PAN (Bruhn 2012). The margin of victory of PAN was extraordinarily 
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miniscule and PAN had been found guilty of campaigning unfairly, so his claims were 

well-founded even if votes were ultimately counted fairly. However, his claim that PAN 

represented the elite and thus only could have won if the election was stolen shows that 

he has a monolithic view of the people’s will because it implies that the pure people 

would have only wanted the same thing that AMLO wanted for the country. Although it 

is feasible that the election was not fair, his belief that he was the only viable option to 

represent the will of the people implies that he has an anti-pluralistic ideology. 

Naturally following from his exaltation of the lower class, AMLO has 

consistently immersed his views in anti-elitism. AMLO accuses the National Action 

Party (PAN) and the Institutional Revolution Party (PRI) for rigging the system against 

those fighting for the true people―namely, himself (Macip 2018). Not only does he 

blame the political and economic elite for causing the endemic inequality in Mexico, he 

claims to be able to pay for his social programs meant to help the poor by directly taxing 

the wealthy and cutting the pay of political elites. This directly pits the will of the poor 

against the privilege and corruption of the elite. AMLO has portrayed elites across the 

political spectrum as corrupt and out of touch with the people, exploiting them for their 

own gain. Furthermore, he has attempted to show that he will not fall for the trappings of 

political power other political elites enjoy by selling the president’s jet to fly coach 

instead, refusing to live in the president’s estate to stay in his own apartment, and shirked 

other norms to varnish his reputation as a man of the people while implying the wasteful 

nature of other political elites. 

Finally, AMLO has shown skepticism and even hostility towards many of 

Mexico’s political institutions. When he lost the 2006 election, he famously proclaimed 
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“to hell with your corrupt institutions,” then attempted to hold a constitutional convention 

to create new institutions that represented the people (Bruhn 2012). Even though the 

institutions were corrupt, AMLO’s call for a constitutional convention plainly showed he 

is an anti-institutionalist. Rather than simply calling for efforts to end corruption, he 

wanted to completely overturn the current corrupt institutions to create new ones. Even as 

mayor of Mexico City, he held an extra-legal referendum on his own mayoral seat, 

suggesting an elevated view of the power of direct democracy over horizontal checks and 

balances on his power, and ignored a court order to stop construction of a road to the 

hospital (Bruhn 2012). Furthermore, AMLO even promoted anti-institutionalism in 

relationship to his own former party, the PRD, refusing to bend his policies to the party’ 

platform and eventually divorcing it to start his own party where he had more control, 

which is a typical pattern for populists especially in Latin America (Bruhn 2012). With 

MORENA, AMLO has relatively complete control of the party, and has allowed 

individuals from across he ideological spectrum to join the party (Macip 2018). These 

examples show that AMLO sees institutions as a hinderance to achieving the people’s 

will and will attempt to thwart and change these institutions to remove this hinderance. 

Because AMLO believes in a version of the ‘pure’ people with a monolithic 

general will that he alone can enforce, has consistently had a platform of anti-elitism, and 

shows that he views political institutions as a hindrance to implementing the general will, 

he is a populist. His platform of uplifting the poor at the expense of the corrupt elite is a 

typical conceptualization of how populism can manifest. Although the PRD has populist 

tendencies, MORENA even further emphasizes AMLO’s populist platform and has less 

checks on his populist ideology than its more established predecessor. 
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Causes of AMLO’s Success 

Many considered AMLO out of the running by the time the 2018 election cycle 

occurred. After multiple failed presidential bids, he was expected to give up, but, as he 

tweeted before the election, “la tercera es la vencida” or “the third time’s the charm” 

(López Obrador 2018). After prista President Enrique Peña Nieto’s tenure as the most 

unpopular president in decades, AMLO’s victory broke the pattern of center PRI and 

right-wing PAN presidencies since Mexico’s democratization. 

Economic Crises. AMLO is Mexico’s first left-wing president since its 

democratization, giving his economic proposals an innate sense of a break from the status 

quo. Though Mexico’s economic situation has improved by many measures over the last 

decades, the country is still far behind where its citizens expected to be after high hopes 

following democratization (Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018b). After three 

successive transitions between right-wing and centrist parties, pervasive inequality and 

poverty did not drastically improve. Voters frustrated with chronic economic issues 

caused them to consider the parties who had governed leading up to the election as much 

of the same (Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018b). Therefore, AMLO was able to 

capitalize upon this disaffection towards the other parties to finally achieve success. 

AMLO’s economic policy proposals were a marked break from the political 

establishment. AMLO proposed universal pensions for elderly, oil price freezes to help 

the middle class, the revival of the state-owned oil company, credit and a variety of social 

programs (The Economist 2018). He grandly speaks of radically reshaping the Mexican 

economy, and even though he speaks about this in a vague way, the economic stagnation 

and recent increases in inflation rates have made Mexicans willing to give him a chance 
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(Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018b; Bruhn 2012). AMLO’s populism has always 

been framed in economic terms, so the chronic economic problems and the pervasive 

sense of disillusionment and distrust resulting from them underpinned AMLO’s success. 

However, while the state of the economy played a role in AMLO’s success, the 

economic crisis model does not explain AMLO’s success, namely because his success 

was not precipitated by a crisis. The chronic economic ills facing the Mexican electorate 

were chronic ills, problems that defined the Mexican economy long before the 2008 

financial crisis and long before democratization. The economic crisis model implies an 

acute period of economic turmoil, like a recession, hyperinflation, or a spike in 

unemployment. Including problems that, while serious, primarily change gradually over a 

long span of time would render this model useless. Claiming that a variable that is 

relatively rigid over time caused populist success does little to explain why the populist 

succeeded when they did. Yes, high economic inequality and poverty rates might make a 

country more prone to populist success, but this does nothing to explain why AMLO won 

in 2018 but did not win in 2006 or 2012, especially since inequality was decreasing over 

this time period. Therefore, the economic situation of Mexico provides useful economic 

framing for this argument, but the economic crisis model does not fit the case of Mexico 

well. 

Cultural Backlash. The cultural backlash model is least applicable in the Mexican 

case. This is in part by design, as the model is designed to explain the success of 

authoritarian populists and libertarian populists as representative of a cultural rift between 

materialists and postmaterialists, particularly in Europe. AMLO fits neither of these 

categories of populists. While the model was created with these specific parameters in 
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mind, its larger goal is to explain a rise in populism at the current moment, which is why 

I have included the model in analysis of the four cases. Though his party name, 

MORENA, means “dark” and alludes to race, AMLO is neither campaigning on an 

authoritarian populist platform, nor a platform of post-material social progressivism. He 

even reduced the level of social progressivism relative to the PRD’s platform. Therefore, 

he provides an example that the structural causes of populism cannot be generalized for 

any time frame, ideological orientation, or region. 

Security. Mexico’s homicide rates reached record highs in 2017, making crime 

and violence a primary concern of Mexican voters (Levitsky 2018). Furthermore, in the 

Latinobarómetro 2017, Mexico had the fourth highest level of respondents who 

responded to the question “How often do you care that you may become the victim of a 

crime with violence?” with “all or almost all of the time” out of any Latin American 

country, shown in Figure 4.1. Much of this increase in violence has been a result of 

increasing organized crime activities, particularly drug trafficking (Morris 2013). 

Homicide rates briefly declined during the first part of Peña Nieto’s regime, but the trend 

reversed, and now new highs are making the issue even more salient for voters. In 2017, 

Mexican survey respondents reported that crime was the biggest problem facing the 

country (Lagos 2018). Choosing an anti-establishment candidate like AMLO marked a 

rejection of current policies on fighting organized crime. This fight had been an utter 

disaster. Calderón’s mano dura (strong hand) policies were an embarrassing and 

aggressive failure, and Peña Nieto’s attempt to try to change course was fruitless, with 

both party’s policies ending in human rights abuses, corruption, and a failure to reduce 

crimes (Speck 2019). 
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Figure 4.1 Percent of Mexicans worried all the time about becoming the victim of a 

violent crime (Latinobarómetro) 

However, AMLO’s campaign strategy on drug violence was not characterized by 

‘law and order’ rhetoric promising to crack down on crime and drug cartels. In fact, it 

was the opposite. As a candidate, AMLO suggested amnesty for drug dealers, proposed 

legalizing marijuana and even opium, and promised to demilitarize the police to fight 

drug trafficking, policies on which he has reneged once in office due to public backlash 

(Speck 2019). Since large portions of the population opposed all of these proposals, this 

calls into question how large of a role security threats played in AMLO’s election. 

However, voters might view AMLO’s platform as having the potential to reduce 

drug violence through other means. Calderón attempted and failed to directly confront 

drug cartels, and Peña Nieto attempted to demilitarize then remilitarized police forces, 

with neither successfully quelling violence (Speck 2019; Morris 2013). While Calderón’s 
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aggressive attempts seemed initially successful, homicide rates skyrocketed shortly after, 

and Nieto’s reforms fell victim to political infighting and ineffectiveness, including some 

high-profile murders where the perpetrators escaped consequences (Speck 2019). Since 

political and bureaucratic ineptitude prevented Nieto’s policies from being well-

implemented, voters blamed the political establishment for the violence, which would 

attract them to an anti-establishment populist like AMLO. 

AMLO’s direct policies against drug violence might not sway voters, but his 

indirect policies might. AMLO has heavily campaigned on reducing corruption in 

Mexico. Because drug traffickers capitalize upon corruption, reducing corruption could 

reduce drug violence (Morris 2013). As Calderón realized after his unsuccessful 

“crusade” against drug cartels, stopping drug violence must involve institutional reforms 

and social programs, both of which are present in AMLO’s campaign (Speck 2019). 

Though AMLO’s direct policies on drug violence may not seem effective to voters, no 

direct policy that has been tried has been truly successful, so voters might be looking for 

indirect changes to help the problem. 

Corruption. Corruption has long plagued Mexico, with each government after 

democratization trying and failing to clean up the government. Furthermore, Mexico’s 

corruption has deadly consequences as corruption is often linked with organized crime. 

Research has supported the assumption that organizations providing contraband cannot 

exist without some form of corruption allowing it (Morris and Klesner 2010). AMLO 

campaigned rigorously against corruption in 2018, (accurately) portraying the political 

establishment as corrupt, and stating that “only I can fix corruption” (Speck 2019). 
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AMLO’s predecessor Nieto attempted to address corruption before he was elected 

to office in 2012; however, charges of corruption were pushed against him before he even 

entered office in return, with AMLO and the PAN candidate both accused Nieto of vote-

buying (Tromme and Otaola 2014). The charges weren’t lightly taken, especially since 

the PRI was mired in corruption scandals during its dictatorship that ended just twelve 

years prior (Zazueta and Cortez 2015). Though Nieto attempted to push his anti-

corruption reforms, the uphill battle of working through Mexico’s weak judicial systems 

and uncoordinated subnational governments yielded little visible improvements (Tromme 

and Otaola 2014). Just as Nieto attempted to decrease corruption, PAN president 

Calderón tried before him and failed in a similar way. In this way, AMLO’s willingness 

to overstep institutions to implement change proved appealing to voters: AMLO would 

be willing to try something outside the current institutional constraints, or even get rid of 

the corrupt institutions altogether (Bruhn 2012). 

However, one major point suggests that voters are not directly motivated to 

reduce corruption. In AMLO’s first presidential run, he had a corruption scandal 

involving a major member of his campaign (Bruhn 2012). Furthermore, AMLO’s 

political origins as a member of the PRI give his condemnation of pristas and PAN 

politicians a sense of hypocrisy, which contributed in part to his loss in the 2012 elections 

as he refused to acknowledge his own history as a prista (Macip 2018). Corruption is 

unlikely to be the direct cause of AMLO’s success given his own history of corruption. 

However, corruption is found to be intrinsically linked to trust in political institutions in 

Mexico, so, while parsing one from the other is an almost impossible task, a pervasive 
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perception of corruption would cause distrust in political institutions, which would then 

lead to voters preferring an anti-establishment candidate (Morris and Klesner 2010). 

Brazil 

Jair Bolsonaro won the presidency in 2018 in the midst of a multidimensional 

crisis, that included a recession, a corruption scandal, and rising crime. Long viewed as a 

radical and an outsider to the political establishment (despite being in politics for 

decades), this result shocked many. Bolsonaro was a representative in the Chamber of 

Deputies for Rio de Janeiro for years but had little recognition as a politician other than 

for occasionally ending up in the news for saying something outrageous. His relative 

obscurity both helped him win the election and generated consternation about the state of 

Brazilian politics 

Identifying Bolsonaro as Populist 

Bolsonaro is a right-wing populist who has integrated authoritarian and 

militaristic aspects into his platform. Bolsonaro’s brand of populism is just as 

personalistic as AMLO’s, but the three main characteristics of populism manifest in a 

very different way. Even so, they are a clear part of Bolsonaro’s platform. 

Bolsonaro’s view of the true Brazilian people is both less clear-cut and more 

exclusionary than AMLO’s. Bolsonaro does not try to represent a specific class or social 

group of the population. Rather, he portrays the pure, morally superior people as those 

with traditional and conservative values, including the military, farmers, evangelicals 

(though Catholic himself he has rallied this group and he was even baptized in the waters 

of the Jordan), and the antipetistas, those who opposed to Brazil’s left-wing Worker’s 

Party (PT) after its thirteen year tenure in power (Fonseca and Pinheiro 2018; Hunter and 
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Power 2019; Théry 2019). While this vague umbrella of traditional values and 

conservativism represent who he does consider a part of the pure people, his populism is 

also defined by who he excludes. Bolsonaro has made his platform adamantly anti-

LGBT, misogynistic, and, perhaps most importantly for the election, antipetista (de 

Carvalho and dos Santos 2019; Fonseca and Pinheiro 2018; Hunter and Power 2019).  

Bolsonaro’s disdain for those in this excluded group, which he has made clear 

through many outrageous comments, and his heroic-like yet ‘everyday man’ position in 

the eyes of his voter block, established after he was stabbed during the campaign by a 

lone actor and ended up hospitalized, show that he has a clear view on who the Brazilian 

people should be and should not be (Fonseca and Pinheiro 2018; Reina 2019; Whitaker 

2019). Bolsonaro is against multiculturalism and those forcing multiculturalism through 

political correctness. The coalition backing his candidacy was named “Brazil Above 

Everything, God Above All,” emphasizing his nationalistic conceptions of Brazilians 

based on traditional values. Furthermore, he has masterfully used social media as a way 

to communicate directly with the people in a way that attempts to portray him as 

connected with them (“Jair Bolsonaro, Brazil’s President, Is a Master of Social Media - A 

Digital Bully Pulpit” 2019). 

Furthermore, he also has a clear belief that the will of the people is objective, 

stating he would like to kill his political opposition on multiple occasions (Fonseca and 

Pinheiro 2018; Théry 2019). If the general will of the people was a malleable, pluralistic 

product that could be shaped by a variety of influences, Bolsonaro would support the 

legislative process over violence. In this way, Bolsonaro’s militarism is a product of his 

populism, not antithetical to it. If the will of the people is a monolithic, unmalleable force 
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that he can enact, then he is thus justified using military force to enact it when corrupt 

establishment politicians or high crime rates threaten to thwart this people’s will (Hunter 

and Power 2019). He most strongly unifies the general will under the Judeo-Christian 

tradition, portraying those who oppose his policies as intending to undermine these 

Christian values and traditions (Reina 2019). Bolsonaro sees issues in the terms of 

extremes, in a black-and-white, right-or-wrong dichotomy that causes him to see the true 

will of the people as a singular force. Thus, Bolsonaro’s extremism results in populist 

anti-pluralism. 

Bolsonaro is also anti-elitist and anti-establishment, especially in his attacks on 

the political establishment, despite the fact that he has been a congressman in Rio de 

Janeiro for seven terms. He has always been seen as a political outsider during his career, 

constantly rebuffing political norms and common decency. Thus, even though he has 

been a politician, he has not been considered an establishment politician. This distinction 

is further ingrained because he was able to avoid being indicted in the corruption scandal 

that plagued swaths of the political elite, including his popular opponent, Lula. Bolsonaro 

has led a crusade against these corrupt elites throughout his campaign, breaking norms by 

supporting the jailing of Lula. Bolsonaro’s anti-elitism is rooted in disdain towards the 

political elite. Bolsonaro received large vote percentages from the well-educated and 

wealthier segments of the population, so the class divides that characterize AMLO and 

many left-wing populists in the region are not included in Bolsonaro’s conception of the 

true Brazilian people. He is also against the global elites, speaking against ‘globalists,’ 

the global political elites, and multilateral organizations (Albuquerque Ribeiro and Milani 

2019) 
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Bolsonaro is the most openly antagonistic towards liberal democratic institutions 

of all the cases. He has lauded the benefits of the former military dictatorship, mused 

about shooting the petistas, and broken a countless number of political norms. He has 

always had illiberal tendencies. For example, in a television interview in 1999, he said he 

would shut down congress “without a doubt” if elected president (Fonseca and Pinheiro 

2018). His policy proposals reflect this directly: instead of suggesting bolstering 

civilian―or even military―police forces to fight the high crime rates that played a huge 

role in his success, he promised to arm individual citizens as a solution (Théry 2019). He 

has elected a series of unqualified and controversial ministers to cabinet positions 

(Albuquerque Ribeiro and Milani 2019). He has also expressed disdain towards 

multilateral institutions, threatening to exit the Paris Climate Accords and even the UN 

(Albuquerque Ribeiro and Milani 2019). 

In these ways, Bolsonaro’s ideology aligns with populist ideology. He elevates 

traditional conservative values and nationalism as the general will of the pure Brazilian, 

who might be a conservative evangelical, middle class, or a farmer who feels as though 

his position in society has been slipping as conditions for the marginalized improved 

under the PT’s reign. Furthermore, he is willing to use violence to enforce these values. 

He rails against the political elite, both those within his own country and those who are 

‘globalist’ elite. Finally, Bolsonaro seeks to undermine liberal institutions and democratic 

norms in favor of militaristic tendencies, as well as multilateral organizations. Thus, he 

exemplifies the three major tenets of populist ideology. 

Bolsonaro is not the only successful populist in Brazil’s recent history. Although 

he is the focus of this case study, former presidents Fernando Collor de Mello and Luiz 
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Inácio Lula de Silva are both considered populists by some experts (Hunter and Power 

2019; Hawkins 2010). Though I will not explain how each fits the populist profile at this 

time, I will clarify that Lula de Silva is a “light populist” as identified by Carlos de la 

Torre since he does not have as strong anti-institutional tendencies and has been a major 

part of the political establishment for decades (de la Torre 2018). 

Causes of Bolsonaro’s Success 

Bolsonaro’s success came at a time of multidimensional crisis in Brazil. To point 

to one specific cause of his success would oversimplify the situation. The multiple crises 

occurring in Brazil simultaneously leading up to Bolsonaro’s election make it both 

difficult to parse out a single cause of his success and ripe with potential to test multiple 

models against each other. If, even amidst all other kinds of turmoil that would push 

voters to elect an outsider, party system weakness still plays a major role in Bolsonaro’s 

victory, this shows the validity of party system weakness’ impact on populist success, as I 

argue in the following chapter. 

Economic crisis. Bolsonaro won his election in the midst of an economic crisis, 

the “worst recession in Brazilian history” (Hunter and Power 2019). The country was 

plagued by GDP growth rates in the negative, unemployment, and underemployment 

(“GDP Growth (Annual %) | Data” 2019; “Unemployment, Total (% of Total Labor 

Force) (Modeled ILO Estimate) | Data” 2019). Since the PT held power for an entire 13 

years preceding the election, they took the brunt of the blame for the weak economic 

performance. Incumbent PT president Dilma Rousseff narrowly won the 2014 election 

just before the recession plummeted to its lowest point, and even though GDP growth 

rates finally became positive again in 2017, the real effects of this improvement were 
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almost imperceptible to voters (Hunter and Power 2019). Furthermore, instead of 

focusing on fixing the economy, the political establishment endured an intercoalition 

betrayal and impeached Rousseff, showing that the rest of the political establishment also 

failed to prioritize the economic crisis. Therefore, in 2018, voters were looking for 

change from establishment politics as usual in part due to frustration over Brazil’s 

economic crisis. 

The poorest Brazilians did not vote for Bolsonaro; the PT remained a stronghold 

of the lowest class (Théry 2019). Rather, middle class and more educated individuals 

voted for him. Fed up with a crisis precipitated by falling oil prices, large and costly 

infrastructure projects like the 2016 Olympics, and PT social programs, upper and middle 

class voters supported Bolsonaro (Gonçalves 2019). In Rio de Janeiro in particular, voters 

supported policies that criminalized poverty and promised the clean governance of the 

military dictatorship (Gonçalves 2019; Whitaker 2019). Bolsonaro attracted voters who 

felt that their economic stability was sacrificed for bad governance, wasteful spending, 

and expensive anti-poverty programs. 

However, one cannot blame Bolsonaro’s success squarely on Brazil’s economic 

struggles. Firstly, the antipetismo, anti-PT sentiment, that divided voters in the 2018 

election began during staggeringly massive protests over corruption, cost of living and 

failure of the government to provide public services before the worst of the economic 

crisis hit (Hunter and Power 2019; Saad-Filho 2017). Citizens were already frustrated 

about economic mismanagement before the recession itself, they did not need a full-

blown economic crisis to activate anti-establishment voting preferences; they were 

already activated (Melo 2016). Secondly, if Brazilians were primarily motivated by the 
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desire to have economic security, Bolsonaro was not the candidate for the job. Bolsonaro 

showed little economic experience or policy direction during his campaign, and since 

becoming president has yet to put forth any sort of cohesive policy (Bolsonaro only 

received initial support from corporations and investors after naming free-marketer Paulo 

Guedes as his economic super-minister) (The Economist 2019). Finally, Bolsonaro 

obtained votes from the “new” middle class, portions of the population whose economic 

situation had improved due to the PT’s inclusive policies (Hunter and Power 2019; Power 

2016).  

While the “traditional” middle class has reason to vote against the PT since they 

benefitted less from PT policy even before the recession, one might expect “new middle 

class” voters to prefer the candidate whose policies improved their financial position if 

they were primarily motivated by economic concerns (Power 2016). Under the PT, 

economic inequality and poverty were significantly reduced during the party’s 13 year 

tenure in office, so, despite the recession that plagued Rousseff’s second term, the PT’s 

track record on economic policy might be viewed as positive (Power 2016). The disjoint 

between voter conceptualization of Lula and the rest of the PT prevented voters from 

attributing his success to the rest of the party (Melo 2016).  

This is evidenced by the fact that Lula had significant support in the 2018 election 

until he was disqualified for corruption, but Fernando Haddad, his replacement, lost. Lula 

governed from 2003 to 2010, a time of economic improvement in Brazil, but Brazil 

entered a period of economic turmoil when Rousseff took office, with Rousseff 

implementing harsh austerity policies (Whitaker 2019). Brazilians credited Lula for 

improving the economy during his time in office and blamed Rousseff and the rest of the 
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PT for the economic strife that followed. This explains the gap in support between Lula 

and his PT replacement in 2018, and supports the claim that the economic crisis caused 

loss of trust in the political establishment, which caused Bolsonaro’s success. Thus, an 

economic crisis alone did not cause Bolsonaro’s success. What truly caused Bolsonaro’s 

success was the loss of legitimacy and trust for the political establishment caused (in part) 

by the economic crisis.  

Cultural backlash. As an authoritarian populist, Bolsonaro’s platform follows the 

pattern predicted by the cultural backlash model outlined by Norris and Inglehart (Norris 

and Inglehart 2019). With the PT focusing much of its efforts on marginalized 

populations, socially progressive values had been increasing in prevalence (Fonseca and 

Pinheiro 2018; Reina 2019). Bolsonaro fiercely campaigned against these values, creating 

a platform that was anti-feminist, anti-LGBT, and anti-political correctness. His violent1 

rejection of progressive social values in favor of traditional conservative values, his 

machismo, and his authoritarian tendencies follow the profile of a candidate whose 

appeal is based on cultural backlash towards the increasing social progressivism of 

society (Norris and Inglehart 2019). 

Indeed, Bolsonaro captured 70 percent of votes from Pentecostal Christians, about 

a quarter of the electorate, with evangelical pastors strongly supporting him and even 

campaigning on his behalf (Hunter and Power 2019). Bolsonaro used religious language 

throughout the campaign, layering his militarism with this religious dimension by 

describing the political situation as a “spiritual war” (Reina 2019). Despite being Catholic 

                                                            
1 He has stated that he would rather his son die in a car crash if he was gay, called feminism a 

“disease,” and threatened to kill political opponents. 
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himself, he was (re)baptized in the Jordan river, mobilized the Pentecostal community, 

and became a sort of martyr after surviving his stabbing (Reina 2019). Both the 

Pentecostal community and others with socially conservative values developed a 

persecution complex, which Bolsonaro activated to his advantage, after the previous 

administrations attempted to integrate progressive values into policy and the education 

system. 

Clearly, cultural backlash motivated the Pentecostal community to vote for 

Bolsonaro; however, it fails to explain why other voter blocks voted for him. According 

to the cultural backlash model, less-educated individuals, rural communities, and those 

“left behind” during structural economic shifts would be more likely to vote for a populist 

authoritarian, whereas young, well-educated, metropolitan voters are less likely to vote 

for one (Norris and Inglehart 2019). In Brazil, voting patterns do not follow this trend. 

Not only were more educated, richer individuals, especially in southern metropolitan 

areas, more likely to vote for Bolsonaro, but the “new” middle class, who were helped by 

structural economic shifts and socially inclusive policy changes implemented by the PT, 

were also more likely to vote for Bolsonaro (Hunter and Power 2019). Bolsonaro’s 

success was in part due to cultural backlash against progressive values, yet this model 

fails to explain significant voting trends in the 2018 election that are better explained by 

other models. 

Security. Compounding upon the recession, Brazil is currently facing an 

unprecedented crime wave. Homicide rates are steadily climbing, especially in urban 

centers, and the government failed to quell this (Hunter and Power 2019). In the 

Latinobarómetro 2017, Brazil had the highest level of respondents who responded to the 
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question “How often do you worry that you may become the victim of a crime with 

violence?” with “all or almost all of the time” out of any Latin American country (see 

figure 4.2). This shows that Brazilians do not feel safe. Bolsonaro campaigned strongly 

on the platform of crime in order to capitalize upon this growing feeling of physical 

insecurity in the electorate. 

 
Figure 4.2. Concern about violent crime in Latin America (Latinobarómetro 

2017) 

Bolsonaro’s nostalgia of the military dictatorship plays directly to the electorate’s 

fears for physical safety brought about by high crime rates. He campaigned on expanding 

gun access to civilians for self-defense, cracking down on street crime by loosening 

restrictions on police action, defending torture, and restoring the ‘law and order’ of the 

defunct military dictatorship (Fonseca and Pinheiro 2018). Bolsonaro’s stabbing during 

the campaign reinforced the legitimacy of the need to crack down on crime using 

whatever means necessary and made him a hero in the process (Fonseca and Pinheiro 
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2018). Bolsonaro was the only candidate who made crime and security the center of his 

campaign. In a country with skyrocketing homicide rates where citizens trust armed 

forces more than the government, this was a major reason for Bolsonaro’s success. 

Corruption. Corruption certainly played a role in Bolsonaro’s electoral success in 

2018; however, the corruption causal model applies indirectly, not directly. The Operação 

Lava Jato (Operation Car Wash) scandal investigating corruption of Brazil’s political 

elites broke out in Rousseff’s second term, starting by investigating corruption involving 

a car wash and ended convicting a former president, Lula, and Brazil’s state-owned oil 

company, Petrobras. It has damned virtually all of Brazil’s political elites, leading to the 

impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff of the PT, the conviction of scores of 

politicians from across the political spectrum, and, most importantly, the imprisonment of 

Lula, disqualifying him from the presidential race. 

Corruption was the direct cause of Bolsonaro’s success in 2018. Lula was leading 

in the polls and would have almost certainly won the election if he had not been 

disqualified in August 2018 (Hunter and Power 2019). Therefore, corruption directly 

caused Bolsonaro’s success by eliminating his main competition. In 2017, 31.2% of 

Brazilians surveyed listed “corruption” as the most important problem facing their 

country, making it the most common response (Lagos 2018). Corruption was therefore 

one of the most salient issues for Brazilian voters in the 2018 election. Although the PT 

was actually the least involved of all the major parties in the scandal, and actually worked 

to strengthen anti-corruption government institutions, the PT’s involvement in Operation 

Car Wash prevented them from finding a credible replacement for Lula after his 

disqualification (Whitaker 2019). The condemnation of all the major political parties 
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during the investigation increased the appeal of Bolsonaro, who, being a controversial 

outsider in Brazilian politics, was not indicted during Operation Car Wash. Because the 

entire political establishment lost legitimacy during the corruption scandal, Bolsonaro’s 

anti-establishment appeals attracted voters. In this way, corruption caused Bolsonaro’s 

success. 

However, the corruption model is an indirect cause of populist success in this 

case, despite the direct effect Lula’s corruption conviction had on Bolsonaro’s success. 

Lula was convicted and sentenced for corruption in April 2018, but led in the polls 

against Bolsonaro after being convicted of corruption until he was disqualified in August 

2018 (Hunter and Power 2019). If the corruption of alternatives directly motivated voters 

to choose populist Bolsonaro, they would not want to vote for Lula, a man convicted of 

corruption and sentenced to prison for it. One would expect to see Lula losing in the polls 

after his conviction in April if corruption directly caused populist success, but that is not 

the case (de Carvalho and dos Santos 2019). Even though corruption was the most 

important issue to voters the year before the election, they were still willing to vote for a 

man convicted of it. This shows that corruption, while it can cause populist success, 

causes it indirectly.  

When swathes of Brazil’s political elites were caught in the corruption scandal, it 

sowed distrust, weakened the legitimacy of the political establishment, and causes voters 

to turn to an anti-establishment political actor (Fonseca and Pinheiro 2018; Hunter and 

Power 2019). Therefore, it is the loss of trust in established political actors that directly 

caused Bolsonaro’s success in Brazil. Lula, despite his corruption, still had the people’s 

trust, which is why he would have won if he had not been disqualified. Corruption is one 
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of the most salient causes of Bolsonaro’s success, but it is not the direct cause of his 

success. 

Spain 

Podemos is the first self-described populist party in Spain since its 

democratization in 1975 (Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 2017). The party 

formed merely three months before the 2014 election, quickly gaining enough power to 

become the third largest party in parliament through its methods of communicating 

directly with the people through media (Casero-Ripollés, Feenstra, and Tormey 2016; 

Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 2017).  Openly inspired by populists in Latin 

America, Podemos has attempted to reengineer the parameters of Spanish politics, 

forcing established parties to grapple with both Podemos and their own connection with 

Spanish voters (Hawkins et al. 2019; Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 2017). 

Identifying Podemos as Populist 

Podemos has an inclusionary version of the ‘pure’ people of Spain. Thus, 

Podemos does not attempt to define who the people are in any limiting terms. Their 

leaders have professed inspiration from Laclauian ideals, attempting to mobilize the 

masses around their platform (Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 2017). Podemos 

describes the people as ordinary, hardworking citizens who have been victimized by the 

political elite (Hawkins et al. 2019; Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 2017). This 

is a broad way of defining the people, so broad that even immigrants are included as 

those Podemos intends to represent. They define the political elites in the terms of the 

“old caste,” invoking class boundaries in a way that does not only focus on the lower 
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class, but excludes the upper class as corrupt (Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 

2017). 

Podemos has made its mission to position itself against the economic and political 

elites controlling Spain. Furthermore, they position the general will of the people as 

diametrically opposed to the will of the people. In this way, their anti-elitism is the way 

they conceptualize the general will as a monolithic force. For Podemos, neo-liberal 

policies, austerity measures, and political worldviews that support the status quo are 

promoted by the elite, while their platform of anti-corruption, social justice, pro-

immigration, and radical political change represents the true will of the people (Hawkins 

et al. 2019). Podemos has targeted the political elite, both domestically and 

internationally, as the scapegoats for Spain’s ills, and the traditional political parties have 

in turn spurned Podemos’ attempts to be accepted as legitimate participants in Spanish 

politics, with the PSOE allowing the PP to form a government instead of forming a 

coalition government with Podemos. “La casta” of political and economic elites is the 

enemy of the people, while Podemos and their revolutionary ideals and strategies 

represent the true people’s will (Hawkins et al. 2019). 

Podemos incorporates anti-institutional sentiments into its platform as well. 

Podemos has challenged the institutions of the post-Franco political system as ill-

designed to enact the people’s will (Hawkins et al. 2019). They have challenged the two-

party dynamic that has characterized the regime since its formation after Franco’s death, 

the control of the European Union, and the media as being institutions of corrupt elites 

that must be questioned (Casero-Ripollés, Feenstra, and Tormey 2016; Hawkins et al. 

2019; Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 2017). Podemos was designed to be 
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against the status quo, promising radical change to those who felt left out of the political 

system. It is designed to question institutions and directly connect with the people they 

mobilize, attempting the personalism and direct connection with voters found by Latin 

American populist leaders (Hawkins et al. 2019; Weyland 2001). Podemos was created to 

challenge the political establishment, so its platform is ingrained with anti-

institutionalism. Podemos thus can easily be characterized as populist since not only does 

the group embody all three characteristics of populist ideology, but also because they 

openly proclaim themselves to be populist. 

Causes of Podemos’ Success 

Spain’s party system is the most institutionalized of the four cases so the fact that 

a party formed merely a year before the 2015 election could become the third largest 

party in parliament shocked many. Instead of smaller, already established parties 

receiving votes from defectors from the major two parties, Podemos, an emergent party 

proposing radical deliberative democracy, gained immense popularity in a short period of 

time. This shift marked the end of the predictable two-party system in Spain. 

Economic crises. Podemos’ roots in economic crisis are clear. Podemos was 

formed in part out of 15-M, a movement in 2011 protesting austerity measures and 

bailouts after the 2008 financial crisis (Flesher Fominaya 2015). When the political 

establishment mishandled the 2008 economic crisis, out of either ineptitude or corruption, 

this caused indignation in the Spanish population (Cameron 2014). Unemployment was at 

record highs, especially youth unemployment, which reached over 50 percent at the 

crisis’ peak (Orriols and Cordero 2016).  The mass movement that responded was based 

on the “ordinary man,” rejecting political banners of any kind and focusing instead on 
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deliberative democracy and emphasizing the disconnect between the government and the 

people’s needs by providing public services and affordable housing to counteract Spain’s 

austerity policy (Flesher Fominaya 2015; Cameron 2014). These characteristics have 

been integrated into Podemos’ platform, with the party’s anti-elite, anti-neoliberal, 

collectivist outlook. 

Because Prime Minister Zapatero, a member of the left-wing Spanish Socialist 

Workers’ Party (PSOE), was in power during the worst of the economic crisis leading up 

to 15-M, switching economic policy to austerity measures, the PSOE lost significant 

credibility due to the crisis (Fraile and Lewis‐Beck 2014). The right-wing Popular Party 

(PP), formed from remnants of the Franco regime, was also criticized for lackluster 

recovery (Fraile and Lewis‐Beck 2014). However, Podemos’ success cannot simply be 

explained by the economic “losers” voting against establishment parties. In fact, 

unemployed voters were more likely to vote for the PP in 2015, and the extent citizens 

were worried about their own bills did not affect vote shares significantly (Orriols and 

Cordero 2016). Furthermore, the PSOE became the first party in the two regions with the 

most unemployment: Andalusia and Extremadura (Orriols and Cordero 2016). Those 

who had positive perceptions about the economy tended to vote for the incumbent PP, but 

negative economic perceptions failed to explain whether economically pessimistic voters 

would vote for the PSOE or new parties like Podemos (Orriols and Cordero 2016). In 

other words, those who had negative perceptions about the economy were less likely to 

vote for the PP, but these perceptions did not indicate whether voters would choose the 

PSOE over Podemos or vice versa. 
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Based on these voting trends in 2015, economic grievances did not explain why 

voters supported Podemos, but that does not mean that the economic crisis did not impact 

Podemos’ success. Due to the financial crisis and unemployment crisis that followed, 

voters because increasingly disillusioned with political elites, who eroded the welfare 

state in the name of austerity measures while still finding a way to bail out banks and the 

financial sector (Seguín 2017). To the Spanish people, this made it clear that both the 

governing hegemons, the PP and the PSOE no longer represented their interests, but the 

interests of the global economic elite instead (Cameron 2014). Voters wanted a radical 

alternative to the economic and political mismanagement and corruption of the status 

quo, and Podemos provided this alternative. Therefore, though the original catalyst for 

Podemos’ inception was the economic crisis, the deeper catalyst was the loss of trust in 

the established political parties, which are now seen as ineffectual, corrupt, and 

homogenous to each other. 

Cultural backlash. Podemos does not represent cultural backlash, but the “silent” 

cultural revolution that caused the backlash in other countries (Norris and Inglehart 

2019). Podemos represents a platform of post-materialist and socially progressive values, 

even though a major motivator of their formation was economic strife. Podemos’ appeal 

remained strong even after the economy began to improve because of their platform of 

radical democracy and rejection of the establishment. Voters wanted a political party 

outside of the typical left-right cleavages, and, though Podemos was definitively on the 

left side of this orientation, it fit this desire due to their disownment of traditional politics.  

Furthermore, Podemos includes socially progressive values as an integral part of 

its platform. The party lauds the values of diversity, immigration, and inclusiveness, 
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implying that the real difference that matters is not ethnicity or culture, but the difference 

between corrupt elites and the ordinary man. Therefore, the socially progressive values 

touted by Podemos have an intrinsically political, anti-elite nature, so although Podemos 

activated post-materialist values, the reason they did so is to subsequently activate 

political hostility, not to activate cultural cleavages. 

Security. Physical security plays little to no role in why Podemos achieved 

electoral success in Spain. This model is easily ruled out because the physical fear felt by 

Europeans is driven by one cause: immigration. While other populists in Europe 

campaigned on xenophobic platforms claiming that immigrants from outside the EU 

would bring higher crime rates, residual violence from the wars many were fleeing, and 

terrorism, Podemos did the opposite. Podemos has a highly positive view towards 

immigrants, including immigrants from outside the EU. Without the fear for one’s safety 

caused by immigration of individuals from war-torn or violent countries, there are no 

major physical security threats facing Spain that Podemos could activate in its campaign 

strategy.  

 
Figure 4.3 Feelings towards Immigration from Outside the EU – Spain (Eurobarometer) 
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If one analyzes how Spaniards view immigration, it shows why immigration 

would be an unlikely campaign topic for Podemos. Spain has only about 10 percent of 

individuals reporting very negative feelings towards immigrants from outside the EU, 

shown in Figure 4.3, one of the top three lowest rates in all countries who participated in 

the Eurobarometer (Commission of the European Communities 2018). When asked what 

they felt were the two most important issues facing their country, less than ten percent in 

each category responded that immigration, terrorism, or crime were top priorities. 

Therefore, it is highly unlikely that fear for physical safety caused Podemos’ success in 

Spain, so this causal model is not applicable for this case. 

Corruption. Podemos capitalized upon corruption that began with the perception 

that the major parties were looking out for the interests of the global economic elite 

instead of ordinary people following the financial crisis, as well as acute corruption 

scandals. If one looks at the Corruption Perception Index for Spain, Figure 4.4, one can 

see that perceptions of corruption were deteriorating after 2008. This shows that 

perceptions of corruption were affected both by the distrust sown by the economic crisis, 

as well as acute corruption scandals that occurred. 
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Figure 4.4 Corruption Perception Index Scores in Spain (Transparency International) 

The PP was the hardest hit by corruption scandals, with the Gürtel Affair, the 

Bárcenas papers and the Caja Madrid ‘black credit card’ scandal implicating primarily PP 

politicians including then Prime Minister Rajoy; however the PSOE was also implicated 

in scandals that received less attention, like the ERE scandal that involved Andalusian 

funds misappropriations (Orriols and Cordero 2016). Corruption became one of the most 

important problems to voters in 2014, with 64 percent of respondents to a CIS survey 

reporting it as one of the most significant issues facing Spain. Furthermore, Podemos 

made corruption an integral part of their platform, with the party having the highest levels 

of salience compared to all other Spanish parties in 2014, scoring 9.77 out of 10 in how 

salient corruption was for its party platform (Polk et al. 2014). In their strategy of 

likening the political class to one solidified ‘caste,’ Podemos was successful at 

condemning both sides of the political establishment. This is shown through vote trend 

analysis that shows that, while the PP was the party that lost the largest percent of vote 
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share due to corruption, Podemos was the party that gained the most from this loss, more 

than the PSOE or other parties (Orriols and Cordero 2016). 

However, corruption cannot fully explain the election results in 2015. Firstly, the 

PSOE won first party in Andalusia, the very region where the PSOE president had to 

resign over corruption in 2013 (Orriols and Cordero 2016). The fact that the PSOE lost 

Andalusia in the 2011 election but gained the region back in 2015, after it had a 

corruption scandal in the region suggests corruption was not the primary motivator of 

voters. Secondly, vote trends show that the PP, not the PSOE, was punished for 

corruption. While this punishment rewarded Podemos over other parties, Podemos took 

most of its vote share from the PSOE and others, not the PP. If the PSOE was not 

electorally punished for corruption like the PP, this leaves a large share of Podemos’ 

votes unexplained by the salience of corruption. 

Italy 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Lega is currently the most successful far-right populist 

party in Western Europe (D’Alimonte 2019). The party originally gained prominence as 

Lega Nord when the traditional two-party system collapsed in the 1990s and populist 

Silvio Berlusconi became the preeminent force on the right of Italy’s ideological 

spectrum. Once again gaining prominence as the party system is in turmoil, in ascending 

from a regional to national party, Lega was able to fill the gap in the ideological spectrum 

left by the weakening of the aging and convicted Berlusconi’s Forza Italia. Lega has 

maintained its populism since its formation as a regionalist party through its transition to 

the preeminent national right-wing party. Furthermore, the success of populism in the 

region has been compounded with the centrist Five Star Movement, which won the 
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largest share of votes. I will also include M5S in explaining the causes of populist success 

since it might be both difficult and unproductive to parse causes and effects of Lega’s 

success from the success of the M5S completely, though I will discuss the specificities of 

Lega’s success. 

Identifying Lega as Populist 

Lega’s populism has shifted in substance during its transition to a more national 

party, so I will primarily be focusing on how Lega was defined by populism during the 

most recent election cycle, but I will also discuss how its history as a regionalist party 

shaped its populism. Lega has always characterized the ‘people’ of Italy in an anti-

pluralistic way. When a regional party, Lega Nord found traction by blaming Rome for 

redistributing the wealth found in Northern Italy to the Southern Italians, who were 

immigrating to Northern Italy and causing problems, promoting secession of Northern 

Italy as a solution (D’Alimonte 2019). The fact that Lega Nord wanted to secede from 

southern Italy shows that it was founded based on an exclusionary conception of the 

people. However, as Lega gained national traction, this exclusionary conception shifted 

beyond regional restrictions. Now, Lega portrays true Italians as traditional, hard-

working, and fighting to preserve their culture against immigrants, except now these 

immigrants are from outside of the EU rather than from southern Italy itself (Hawkins et 

al. 2019). 

Lega portrays the will of the people as against multiculturalism, immigration, and 

control by the EU. Its platform pits the people of Italy against immigrants who cause 

economic problems, a corrupt centralized government that is redistributing the money of 

the Italians to these poor immigrants, and the EU who is pressuring Italy to take more 
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immigrants than it can handle while imposing austerity measures (D’Alimonte 2019). 

This conception calcifies Italy’s struggles as those who want to preserve the Italian 

traditions and culture against those who want to destroy it. Essentially, Lega portrays the 

general will of the people as nationalistic and exclusionary. 

Lega Nord has also always been anti-elite. It originally campaigned against 

“Roma lardona,” which taxed Northern Italy and used the money to bail out southern 

Italy without giving the north a say in how the money was spent (Hawkins et al. 2019). In 

the most recent election cycle, while M5S attacked political elites for their corruption, 

Lega criticized them for representing the will of the EU and immigrants instead of the 

will of the Italian people (D’Alimonte 2019). Salvini has blamed the global elites, with a 

campaign slogan of “Italy First” that puts Euroscepticism and rejection of European 

political establishment at the forefront of the election (D’Alimonte 2019). Lega has 

moved on from Rome as the major opponent of the people and targeted supranational 

elites instead, which is explained in part by the fact that Lega Nord is now the oldest 

existing party in the Italian government and has been a part of the governing coalition 

under Berlusconi. When an outsider in Italian politics, Lega Nord positioned the people 

against the corrupt Italian politicians, but now that Lega Nord has been ingrained into the 

national government, it lacks the credibility and the political incentive to attack the Italian 

elite since they would essentially be attacking themselves. 

Although Lega has been an active part of political institutions for decades now, it 

is still anti-institutionalist. Though it no longer advocates for changing Italy’s centralized 

government to a federalist system, Lega still challenges the authority of political 

institutions that hinder the will of the people. As discussed, the primary target of Lega’s 
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anti-institutionalism is the European Union. While in government, Lega has also 

disregarded domestic checks and balances as well. For example, when the government 

decided to stop austerity measures prescribed by the EU, Lega and M5S also ignored the 

concerns and attempts by Italian economic institutions to change the government’s new 

spending (D’Alimonte 2019). Lega has also shown hostility to NGOs and international 

law by implementing harsh immigration policies meant to stop refugees from crossing 

into Italy. This has improved Lega’s credibility with the people while at the same time 

undermined the authority of systems checking the power of the government. 

Lega has continued to promote an ideology of populism despite its changing voter 

base. Furthermore, Lega has transitioned from governing with one populist party, Forza 

Italia, to governing with a new populist party, M5S. Italy shows the structural diversity of 

populism. While Lega has been successful as an institutionalized party, Forza Italia now 

wanes because it was structured around one aging leader, and M5S is successful because 

it is not institutionalized as a traditional party and is structured around a utopian sense of 

direct democracy and new technology. The current populist government also challenges 

efforts to frame populism and technocracy as two diametrically opposed distortions of 

democracy (Ortega 2013). The coalition has appointed an eclectic mix of populists and 

technocrats helmed by a law professor with only loose ties to M5S (D’Alimonte 2019). 

This shows that while the populists in power oppose the technocracy of the EU, they can 

employ technocracy themselves. 

Causes of Lega and M5S’ Success 

Lega Nord, has been a part of the right-wing side of Italy’s party system since 

1989, begging the question of how a regionalist party is now governing the whole nation, 
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and why Lega hasn’t had the same levels of success before. To make populist success in 

Italy more complicated, Lega’s coalition counterpart, M5S, is a sort of novelty as a party 

founded by a comedian advocating for radical direct democracy via the internet. The 

success of these two populist parties simultaneously implicates the state of the traditional 

party system in Italy. 

Economic crises. Like in Spain, the 2008 financial crisis drastically impacted 

Italian politics. The 2008 crisis undermined the longstanding Berlusconi government, 

which was replaced by a technocratic coalition of the major parties. Though the PD’s 

technocratic government led to improvements in the economy, crippling unemployment, 

rising inequality, and debt caused economic malaise, and voters placed the blame for the 

crisis on the Italian government rather than banks or other financial institutions (Chiozza 

and Manzetti 2015). Leading up to the 2018 election, voters were affected more by 

sociotropic perceptions of the economy than egotropic ones (Chiozza and Manzetti 

2015). Harsh austerity measures caused backlash amongst voter as well as a sense of 

Euroscepticism (D’Alimonte 2019; Chiozza and Manzetti 2015). Voters were motivated 

to find alternatives to the status quo. Lega proposed a platform that focused on domestic 

production that protected from globalized corporate interests, while M5S promoted 

economic populism of redistribution and fiscal justice while dismantling Italy’s ‘hyper-

bureaucracy’ (Ivaldi, Lanzone, and Woods 2017). Lega and M5S were not given 

responsibility for the economic crisis like the two major parties were, so these economic 

perspectives that did not conform to the typical left-right economic spectrum were seen 

as breaking the status quo.  
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Without a concrete history of governance, Lega and especially M5S were able to 

make large promises, like basic income, a flat tax rate, and pension reform, without as 

strict of a track record to prove their promises incredible (D’Alimonte 2019). The 

incumbent left-wing Democratic Party (PD) made a mistake when they decided to run on 

their supposed economic success during their governance. Even though the economy 

nominally improved, the PD failed to address the crisis’ true extent, especially with youth 

unemployment and immigration, wasting its political on doomed constitutional reform 

instead of addressing economic concerns (D’Alimonte 2019). An increase in 

immigration, especially by refugees, led to economic consequences in addition to the 

other shifts bought about by increased migration flows, since Italy did not have the 

infrastructure to handle the large flow of immigrants from outside the EU who often 

came with very little wealth. Lega’s choice to frame immigrants as the ‘other’ rather than 

southern Italians led to an increased support in the south, who felt most challenged by the 

immigrant labor in the midst of an unemployment crisis, and allowed for continued 

support in the wealthier northern regions (D’Alimonte 2019). The Italians became 

frustrated not only with austerity measures, but also with the lack of answers found in the 

political establishment. 

Furthermore, the national debt and austerity measures recommended by the EU 

have generated Euroscepticism due to their immensely unpopular effects. Lega and M5S 

have proven willing to challenge these policies and the EU by proposing expansionist 

economic policies, something Italians see the political establishment as unwilling to do, 

especially after the EU influenced Berlusconi’s removal from office (D’Alimonte 2019; 

Luengo, Marín, and Fernández-García 2016). The two populist parties have capitalized 
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upon the economic stagnation and the distrust in governing parties it caused, but 

economic concerns weren’t the focal point of either party’s campaign.  

Cultural Backlash. Italy is the case where the cultural backlash model best fits. 

Norris and Inglehart show that the population gap between post-materialists and 

materialists is closing as the number of materialists drops (Norris and Inglehart 2019).On 

the one side of the spectrum, M5S, as a “libertarian populist” party, represents the 

injection of postmaterialist values into political discourse, while Lega’s success 

represents the backlash to socially progressive values (Norris and Inglehart 2019). M5S’ 

centrist internet-driven movement of radical direct democracy represents a clear break 

from voting according to left-right cleavages. Lega’s anti-immigrant platform has 

become a sort of linchpin for the party’s nationalization. Italians have some of the highest 

negative feelings towards immigrants from outside the EU, as shown in Figure 4.5. 

Furthermore, Italians had the most outsized perceptions of the size of immigrant 

populations in Italy than any other country in Europe, believing the immigrant population 

to encompass 25 percent of Italy’s population when really it is closer to 8 percent 

(D’Alimonte 2019). Whether this feeling is based on cultural differences or the perceived 

economic and security threat posed by migrants is unexplained, but rejection of the 

‘Other’ and the Euroscepticism connected to anti-immigrant sentiments is an example of 

cultural backlash to European integration (Norris and Inglehart 2019) 
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Figure 4.5 Feelings towards immigrants from outside the EU in Italy (Eurobarometer) 

However, research shows that cultural perceptions of immigrants remained 

relatively stable before and after 2008, while concerns about the negative economic 

impact of immigration have increased (Dancygier and Donnelly 2014). If negative 

cultural attitudes to immigrants have remained consistent, then cultural concerns about 

immigration would not explain Lega’s success as well as other models, though it is 

possible that the ongoing migration crisis activated latent anti-immigrant sentiment. With 

unemployment being the number one priority of Italians (and immigration named as the 

second biggest problem), economic concerns are the more likely culprit of the salience of 

anti-immigrant policies than cultural concerns (Commission of the European 

Communities 2018). 

Lega classifies as an authoritarian populist party, in part because of its emphasis 

on traditional culture, which was present even as a regionalist party, and nationalism. 

These two facets are most present in its immigration policy, and through this lens, one 

can understand how the cultural backlash model fits well in Italy. Lega drew its vote 

share primarily from losses from Forza Italia, so it fits that backlash to socially 
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progressive values would come from the right of the ideological spectrum. M5S’ catchall 

vote share also fits with the fact that libertarian populism’s appeal transcends the left-

right spectrum. Though the cultural backlash model fits well for the Italian case, other 

models are also necessary to explain how populists now control one of the largest 

democracies in Western Europe. 

Security. Though Lega capitalized on the cultural dimension of the migration 

crisis, it also emphasized its security threat. Due to its proximity to Northern Africa and 

the Middle East, the refugee crisis impacted Italy more severely than Spain (Gómez-

Reino Cachafeiro and Plaza-Colodro 2018). The exaggerated perception of the number of 

immigrants contributes to a perception of migrants as ‘invaders’ (D’Alimonte 2019). This 

characterization increases the fear that immigrants are a threat to national security. Lega 

made immigration, terrorism, and security the most salient issues on their social media 

accounts, intertwining all three subjects (Albertazzi, Giovannini, and Seddone 2018). 

This shows an attempt to activate fears in the electorate about immigration. When voters 

fear for their physical security, they lose trust in the political establishment’s ability to 

protect them. 

While immigration is the second most listed problem for Italians (behind 

employment), less than 10 percent of respondents listed terrorism or crime as one of the 

two most important issues facing the country (Commission of the European Communities 

2018). Physical safety was not as high of a priority for voters as economic security. Lega 

and Salvini’s choice to frame immigration as a security threat shows an attempt to take 

already salient concerns about immigration generally and inject fears of physical security 

in order to use these fears to gain votes. However, though physical security threats were 
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salient as a part of Lega’s platform, voters still prioritized security threats at a low level, 

suggesting that populist success cannot be attributed fully to voters’ fears for their 

physical safety, especially since M5S hardly included these appeals into its platform. 

Corruption. Lega and M5S took control of Italy after corruption scandals. Italy 

has historically had higher levels of corruption than other democracies in Western 

Europe, and M5S made this corruption an essential part of its platform. Corruption was 

more salient for M5S’ platform than any other Italian party, scoring 9.8 out of 10 on the 

2014 CHES (Polk et al. 2014). Anti-corruption was an integral part of M5S’ appeal to an 

electorate frustrated with pervasive corruption, especially the Berlusconi corruption 

scandal that prevented him from running again.  Furthermore, corruption in Italy has 

prevented long-term economic growth, so corruption’s importance to Italian voters was 

compounded with the effects of the economic crisis (Lisciandra and Millemaci 2017). 

The Berlusconi corruption scandal also helped Lega come to power, but in a 

different way. Lega Nord originally gained power conjointly with Berlusconi in the 

1990s after corruption scandals disrupted the post-war party system; however, Lega Nord 

leader Bossi resigned in 2012 due to corruption regarding finances (Hawkins et al. 2019). 

Unlike M5S, Lega is therefore not seen as an alternative to the corrupt political 

establishment since the group itself has endured corruption scandals. This explains why 

corruption is significantly less salient for Lega than M5S, since Lega has no credibility to 

lead a crusade against corruption (Polk et al. 2014). However, Lega still benefited from 

Berlusconi’s corruption scandal because the political incapacitation created a power 

vacuum on the right, allowing Salvini to lead Lega to fill this vacuum. Although 

corruption scandals lead to both M5S and Lega’s electoral success, the fact that Lega was 
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corrupt itself and did not make corruption a significantly salient issue in its platform 

shows that the corruption model is contextual. While the model explains M5S’ success, it 

fails to explain the success of Lega.  

Moving Forward 

Analyzing these four common causal models in each case provides helpful 

context for the following analysis focusing on party system weakness, as well as 

establishing the insufficiencies of other models in cross-regional analysis. Because each 

model fits in different ways for each case of populism, I can then compare the goodness 

of fit for these models with how well the party system weakness model fits each case. 

This can help me determine if my model is as applicable and useful as other causal 

models of populist success. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Testing Party System Weakness Hypotheses through Case Study 

This chapter will test my hypotheses to determine populism’s relationship to party 

system weakness. I will test whether each case supports the hypotheses about how party 

system weakness affects and is affected by populist success, then I will compare the 

results for all four cases. To measure party system weakness, I will use the three major 

factors of party system strength outlined in Chapter 2: party system institutionalization, 

party strength, and trust in parties. These measures are meant to provide a composite 

picture of party system strength, and each case could have different weaknesses that 

affect populist success in different ways. 

Hypothesis 1: Weak party systems lead to populist success 

In this section, I will analyze whether party system weakness leads to populist 

success. Building upon the context of the causes of populist success in the previous 

chapter, I will analyze the state of the party system leading up to populist success in each 

case to discuss weaknesses present and determine whether this weakness was a causal 

factor in each populist actor’s success, I will then compare the results of each case to 

determine whether they jointly prove or disprove the hypothesis. 

Case by case analysis 

Mexico. AMLO has both caused party system weakness and has succeeded 

because of it. Since the presidential election of 2000 that marked a full transition to 

democracy when the PAN candidate defeated the PRI candidate, ending the PRI’s one-
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party rule, Mexico has had a seemingly stable party system, with the centrist PRI, 

conservative PAN, and the left-wing PRD operating as consistent and competitive 

powerholders across the ideological spectrum in national elections. The last election 

contested this perception of stability when AMLO won the presidency as a candidate for 

MORENA. The fact that AMLO won with a new party despite the fact that the political 

system in Mexico is stacked against new parties through access to finances and media 

shows that the established parties were too weak to put forward a viable alternative 

(Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018b).  

For the PRD, this is expected since AMLO gutted the party when he took large 

portions of its members with him to form MORENA. While all three parties offered 

distinctive, programmatic appeals to voters at the beginning of Mexico’s democratic 

competition, the PRD slipped into personalistic appeals when AMLO became its leader 

(Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018a). Though the party withheld enough 

programmatic integrity to challenge AMLO on policies and leadership to the point where 

he defected and formed MORENA, it collapsed when he left. 

While the PRI also lost significant numbers to MORENA, the PRI’s failed 

governing attempt under Peña Nieto affected their legitimacy by reaffirming the doubts 

and biases many voters had towards the party that ran a dictatorship twelve years prior 

(Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018a). PAN also suffered from bad perceptions of its 

years in governance, and both parties failed to put forward attractive alternative 

candidates for voters. The inability to find new leadership that would signal a new start 

shows these parties were poorly organized. PAN and the PRD weakened the party system 

even more during the election by forming an alliance, which broke the traditional 
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ideological lines and led to both parties being perceived as weaker by voters (Greene and 

Sánchez-Talanquer 2018b). This represented the parties’ shift away from programmatic 

appeals based in ideology and towards catchall attempts to maximize vote share.  

Mexico’s party system was stable and highly institutionalized as it did not suffer 

from high levels of voter volatility; however, almost half of voters in Mexico do not have 

a specific party loyalty, switching between parties each election, and voters were highly 

susceptible to campaign advertisements (Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018a). The 

three major parties retained a stable amount of the vote share between elections, but this 

stability was not based on voter partisanship. AMLO was able to use the state of the party 

system to condemn all three parties as corrupt, ineffective, and all the same.  

Though some predict the Mexican party system can maintain its stability with 

MORENA byy filling the void left by the PRD, this still results in a weaker system. 

MORENA is a personal vehicle for AMLO, and membership has little ideological rigor, 

so it is likely that, once AMLO no longer anchors the party, the left of the party dynamic 

might collapse as well. However, MORENA won a super majority in the national 

elections, and a significant amount of offices in subnational elections as well, so the new 

hegemon could prove stable. AMLO won because of party system weakness that left a 

distrustful electorate who were attracted to the clean slate MORENA provided. If PAN 

and the PRI cannot find their own ‘clean slate’ and recover their reputations, Mexico’s 

party system will likely destabilize. 

The Mexican party system exemplifies many signs of weakness that directly led 

to AMLO’s success. Though the system met Mainwaring’s threshold for party system 

institutionalization through vote share stability and predictability, the parties themselves 
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are less institutionalized than they once were, as one sees Mexico’s party 

institutionalization index score decreasing since 2013, most likely a result of MORENA’s 

foundation and Nieto’s disastrous presidency’s effects on the PRI (Coppedge et al. 2019). 

Until the PRD-PAN alliance in the election, the three main parties maintained distinctive 

party platforms with relatively programmatic appeals (despite AMLO’s personalism), 

grounded mainly in economic cleavages. This could be because opposition parties formed 

under an uncompetitive regime are usually based in stark ideological differences, since 

ideology is the primary motivator for creating a party when victory is unlikely and the 

risks of challenging the hegemon are high (Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018a). 

Although the parties themselves have well-established organizations along well-

defined cleavages, since all three have been parties since the PRI dictatorship, their 

connections with voters is thin. Voters are not likely to be aligned with a single party, 

which is also theorized to be a product of the PRI dictatorship because the formation of 

parties under authoritarian rule “muted” the effects of social cleavages, like demographic, 

ethnic, and regional differences (Greene and Sánchez-Talanquer 2018a). Though this lack 

of emphasis on social cleavages prevents fragmentation and gives parties a broader 

appeal, it explains why a large percent of voters do not feel any particular loyalty to any 

party, which makes the electorate significantly more susceptible to abandoning traditional 

parties in times of poor government performance in favor of anti-establishment 

candidates. Thus, though the political parties that once anchored Mexico’s party system 

are well-organized and have programmatic platforms, they do not have deep roots in 

society, which makes the system weaker. AMLO, on the other hand, has attempted to 
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establish a personalistic following so that he has accrued loyalty and popularity from 

many. 

The distrust in Mexico’s political establishment best explains AMLO’s success. 

AMLO was first able to activate distrust during the election because he distrusted the 

establishment himself, blaming them for colluding with each other, rigging elections, and 

pointing out their corruption. No matter who is in charge in Mexico, voters are likely to 

distrust them because the problems voters find most salient and look to politicians to 

fix―corruption, drug violence, inequality―will likely see little improvement due to 

weak political institutions and the impossibility of making large improvements in a short 

amount of time. As discussed in the previous chapter, negative shifts in these factors can 

have devastating consequences on political elites’ legitimacy. Populist candidates like 

AMLO who promise drastic change succeed because of this lack of trust, garnering favor 

simply because they propose something new and challenge the status quo. 

In these ways, the Mexican party system has points of weakness in its 

institutionalization, has parties with weak connections with voters, and is fraught with a 

legitimacy crisis as parties fail to address chronic structural problems. These factors led 

to AMLO winning the presidency because MORENA made him the only contender to 

step free from disillusionment and disaffection with the current political establishment. 

Therefore, party system weakness in multiple forms led to AMLO’s success, so the 

Mexican case supports Hypothesis 1. 

Brazil. Party system weakness plays a significant role in Bolsonaro’s success, 

even though Brazil is considered one of the most stable party systems in Latin America 

(Mainwaring 2018). Despite having one of the more stable party systems in the region, 
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Brazil’s party system is one of the most fragmented in the world (Mainwaring 2018). The 

current multidimensional legitimacy crisis combined with the party system’s structure all 

paved the way for Bolsonaro’s success. 

Although weakly institutionalized at the subnational level, Brazil’s party system 

seems well-institutionalized at the national level, with the presidency transferring 

between the duopoly of the left-wing PT and the center-right Brazilian Social Democracy 

Party (PSDB) predictably and stably since the impeachment of populist Fernando Collor 

de Mello in 1992 (Mainwaring 2018). However, just because voting behavior was 

relatively stable preceding Bolsonaro’s election, does not mean that the party system was 

strong. This weakness is pervasive both within the major parties and the system more 

broadly, exacerbated by the corruption, economic, and security crises. 

The high levels of fragmentation in the Brazilian party system also contributed to 

Bolsonaro’s success. Bolsonaro ran as a candidate for one of Brazil’s many “parties for 

rent” that have no real ideological center and provide fluidity to the system, often joining 

a coalition with whoever will take them (Hunter and Power 2019). The nature of this type 

of party makes one easy to be coopted by an anti-establishment outsider, which is just 

what Bolsonaro did. If the duopoly of the PT and PSDB had stronger roots in society that 

would allow for stability beyond the presidential elections and less fragmentation, the 

party organizations could prevent a radical outsider from coopting whatever party would 

take him. Thus, the fragmentation allowed for Bolsonaro to be a candidate with little real 

organizational checks that a better institutionalized party would provide. The 

fragmentation of the party system did more than just allow Bolsonaro to “rent” a party for 

his candidacy. The structural realities demanded by such fragmentation led to 
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Bolsonaro’s success, both through how this fragmentation affects party behavior in 

governing, and through how this fragmentation affects voter behavior. 

Due to having the highest levels of party fragmentation in the world, Brazil must 

operate under coalition presidentialism, where the ruling parties build coalitions to 

maintain power (Melo 2016). While this has provided some benefits for democracy by 

preventing one party from making all decisions without regard for the opposition, the 

benefits have become increasingly marginal as coalitions have become more 

ideologically heterogenous. Rousseff struggled to manage her coalition as well as Lula 

had done. Under Rousseff, major parties had to sacrifice their ideals in a way that 

alienated their bases, and parties engaged in horse-trading, which increased corruption 

(Melo 2016). This weakened parties across the board. Rousseff’s inability to manage her 

coalition led to the intercoalition duplicity of the MDB’s calls for impeachment. Because 

the catchall Brazilian Democratic Movement (MDB) was in a coalition with the PT when 

they engineered Rousseff’s impeachment, their actions made them lose more legitimacy 

than if they had been in the opposition because they were viewed as deceitful. If the 

PDSB had not been in a coalition with the MDB President Michel Temer government, 

they would not be liable with the MDB for Temer’s poor performance. In this way, the 

demands of coalition presidentialism weakened the major parties. 

In part due to the fragmentation of the party system, the electoral system has seen 

a rise in incumbency bias as well (Hidalgo 2016). Because parties do not have strong 

societal roots, with even the PT losing its footing, voters are overwhelmed by choices, 

and tend to select incumbent candidates based on name recognition. This bias is not 

necessarily because of corruption in the election process, but the longer politicians stay in 
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office, the more likely they are to engage in corrupt acts (Hidalgo 2016). The increasing 

incumbency bias exemplifies how elections have become less competitive, and voters are 

perceiving all parties as congruous in both ideology and unethical behavior. 

To understand how party weakness led to Bolsonaro’s success, one must start 

with the party weakness of the PT. The PT’s linkage with voters has become decreasingly 

programmatic and increasingly personalistic under Lula since it first became a major 

player in Brazilian politics (Hunter 2010). Since Lula first won the presidency in 2002, 

the PT has been forced to reckon with the realities of governance, shifting towards the 

right on some policies and becoming more like the catchall parties that characterize the 

Brazilian political system (Hunter 2010; do Amaral and Meneguello 2017). Furthermore, 

Lula has implemented policies that increased his popularity but not his party’s, like the 

Bolsa Familia poverty reduction program that was implemented directly through the 

executive instead of party networks (Hunter 2010). This personalization and ideological 

weakening came to fruition in the 2018 election when Lula, despite being under 

investigation for corruption, was still leading in the polls; however, after he was 

disqualified from running, the PT was unable to find a viable replacement and lost the 

election (Hunter and Power 2019). If the PT captured votes primarily based on its 

programmatic appeal, its candidate should have won the election regardless of who was 

at the top of the ticket. 

Beyond Lula and the PT, parties overall are losing their programmatic appeals to 

voters in favor of catchall tactics, causing their platforms to converge (Mainwaring 

2018). Catchall tactics, platform convergence, and weak roots in society contribute to a 

lack of voter party identification, and although voter preferences are usually stable, the 
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fact that voters are unlikely to identify with a political party is an example of how parties 

fail to link with voters. In fact, the strongest predictor of voter preferences was how much 

a voter liked or disliked a party, suggesting that how one feels about a party has some of 

the most significant effects on voting behavior (Mainwaring 2018). Thus, trust in political 

parties is one of the most significant measures of party system strength since it might 

approximate these feelings about the established political parties overall, thus predicting 

whether anti-establishment candidates will gain power. 

As discussed in the previous sections, the PT suffered a major loss of legitimacy 

during the multidimensional crisis preceding the 2018 election. Before Operation Car 

Wash and the economic recession rocked Brazil, the mass protests in 2013 signaled 

frustration with the PT’s policies, calling out the disparity between high tax rates and 

poorly performing public services, corruption, and wasteful spending on projects like the 

2014 World Cup (Melo 2016; Saad-Filho 2017). This signaled, even before the 

corruption scandal and recession came to a head, that voters were frustrated with the 

status quo set up by the PT. Rousseff’s austerity policies that worsened the recession, the 

indictment of many petistas, including Lula, during Operation Car Wash, and the ensuing 

political crisis that led to her impeachment destroyed whatever legitimacy the PT had left, 

as it bore the brunt of the blame for the turmoil due to its governing position. Rousseff’s 

impeachment, which was seen as a coup by petistas, and the declining trust in the PT led 

to increased regionalization of PT support, with only their strongholds of the poorest 

regions of North and Northeast voting decisively for the PT in 2018 (Théry 2019).  

The impeachment of Rousseff also led to a loss of legitimacy for the other major 

parties. When the MDB capitalized on the 2015 protests and led an intercoalition betrayal 
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to push Rousseff’s impeachment and take power in appointing Michel Temer, it 

exemplified the worst of Brazilian politics (Whitaker 2019; Hunter and Power 2019). Not 

only did the nasty impeachment process itself destroy trust in the MDB, but Temer’s utter 

failure to turn around the economy, fight rising crime, and quell his own corruption 

charges ruined trust in the governing coalition of the MDB and PSDB (Hunter and Power 

2019). Furthermore, the failure of either to nominate a worthwhile presidential candidate 

led to both receiving less than six percent of the vote in the first round combined.  

The inability of any of the major parties to combat the multidimensional crisis 

Brazil faced, forcing Brazil into a political crisis of impeachment in the process, explains 

Bolsonaro’s success. If voters saw the major parties as viable, trustable options, they 

would not have voted for a right-wing authoritarian populist out of resentment for the 

political establishment. The corruption in Brazilian politics, economic frustrations, rising 

crime rates, and simply bad governance all compounded to create a legitimacy crisis for 

Brazil’s political elite. The major parties lost the trust of voters. Due to within-party and 

party system weakness that included a lack of programmatic appeals, party system 

fragmentation, and a sense of predictability that is more indicative of voters’ 

disillusionment with the entirety of the political elite than the rooting of consistent voter 

alignment with parties.  

Though all models discussed in the previous chapter have some viability in the 

Brazilian case of populist success, party system weakness encapsulates all the other 

models. The reason corruption, economic strife, cultural backlash, and security threats led 

to populist success is because each in turn delegitimized the major political parties and 

caused voters to turn to an anti-establishment candidate. Party system weakness endemic 
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to the way parties are institutionalized, the strength of individual parties, and the lack of 

trust in political parties caused by a multidimensional crisis led voters to select an 

authoritarian populist for president. While the case of Brazil affirms all the models, it 

validates party system weakness as a more comprehensive and direct condition of 

populist success. Therefore, the Brazilian case supports the hypothesis that party system 

weakness leads to populist success. 

Spain. Spain has had a highly institutionalized party system since its 

democratization, so the notion that party system weakness led to Podemos’ success might 

seem counterintuitive. The Spanish case shows that a highly institutionalized party 

system does not equate to a strong party system. The duopoly of the PP and the PSOE has 

considerably weakened in recent years as voter volatility had increased even before the 

2008 crisis that catalyzed the electorate, showing that voters have been steadily 

deidentifying with political parties (Luengo, Marín, and Fernández-García 2016). This 

suggests the Spanish system is becoming deinstitutionalized according to Mainwaring’s 

definition of party system institutionalization (Mainwaring 2018). Podemos was also able 

to turn the Spanish system’s high level of institutionalization against itself, claiming that 

the system and la casta that controlled it were legacies of the former dictatorship 

(Sanders, Molina Hurtado, and Zoragastua 2017). This dealignment and disconnect 

between voters and the political parties, compounded by multiple crises, has led to 

Podemos’ success. 

Podemos’ electoral gains in 2015 marked the end of the traditional two party 

system in Spain, and the political crisis explains why voters switched from the PSOE to 

Podemos better than the preceding models (Orriols and Cordero 2016). Lower trust in 
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political institutions and political parties was the best predictor of why voters switched 

from the PSOE to Podemos in 2015. The legitimacy lost by both major parties during the 

economic crisis and corruption scandals proved more important than these factors 

themselves. Leading up to the 2015 elections, the largest beneficiaries of those defecting 

from voting for the PP were not other parties, they were the blank vote, abstention, and 

indecision options (Orriols and Cordero 2016). More and more voters were defecting 

from the traditional parties, without benefitting smaller existing parties. This was not 

because parties relied on personalistic or clientelistic appeals instead of programmatic 

ones since both had relatively clear and consistent ideological platforms; this was because 

both parties simply failed to govern well and respond to voters after crisis. 

From the 2008 economic crisis to the 2015 election, the incumbent party lost 

support because of economic mismanagement (Fraile and Lewis‐Beck 2014). This meant 

that both major parties, the PSOE and the PP, lost legitimacy because of their 

unsuccessful attempts to manage the crisis. While the PSOE perhaps held a larger portion 

of the blame than the PP because it implemented the harshest budgetary cuts that hurt 

social welfare programs, the PP’s failure to jumpstart the economy led to voters 

extending the resentment to the new governing party (Fraile and Lewis‐Beck 2014; 

Orriols and Cordero 2016). The PP’s legitimacy was further undermined by multiple 

corruption scandals. Because, as previously discussed, neither sociotropic or egotropic 

economic concerns nor corruption fully explained Podemos’ increase in vote share at the 

expense of the two major parties, this indicates that the political crisis of the parties’ loss 

of legitimacy led to Podemos’ success. 
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When Podemos won Catalonia after the PP and PSOE lost all credibility for many 

voters in the region during the Catalonian independence crisis, this exemplified how 

Podemos’ success was caused by a loss of legitimacy from established parties (Orriols 

and Cordero 2016). Catalonia’s defection to Podemos after the independence movement 

failed is a clear example of why the other causal models of populism are insufficient and 

context based. Podemos’ Catalonian success was a reaction to the political crisis the 

region suffered, not the economic crisis or a corruption scandal. The fact that the populist 

actor achieved the most relative success primarily based on Catalonia’s political climate 

after the crisis shows that the cause of the loss in legitimacy of political parties is less 

important than the loss of legitimacy itself in determining populist success. 

One third of respondents to the CIS survey in 2013 reported political parties and 

politicians as two of the major problems facing their country (Orriols and Cordero 2016). 

This indicates that, not only had Spaniards lost trust in political parties, they viewed 

political parties themselves as a problem to be solved, rather than actors attempting to 

solve the true problems facing Spain. Though political parties in Spain were highly 

institutionalized, they were weak in that they failed to govern in a way that addressed the 

concerns of voters. For this reason, the 15-M participants were chanting “¡No nos 

representan!,” or “you do not represent us” (Seguín 2017). This framed a movement that 

at first glance seemed to be about economics as a protest of the entire political 

establishment. Podemos did not activate a sense of estrangement from the political elites 

through their populist rhetoric; this sense of estrangement activated Podemos. 

Although Spain has the best institutionalized party system of all the cases, a 

steady increase in voter volatility foreshadowed the deteriorating stability of Spain’s 
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duopoly. Because the establishment parties were unable to stifle the effects of the 

economic crisis, at times making things worse, and struggled with charges of corruption, 

they showed that they were less responsive to voters’ preferences than robust, well-

functioning political parties should be. The economic crisis of 2008 was a critical 

juncture in Spain’s political situation, and the PP and PSOE responded poorly to it 

(Collier and Collier 1991). Voters perceived the political establishment as unresponsive 

to the needs of the people, incompetent, and corrupt, leading to a loss of faith in parties. 

Podemos succeeded in toppling the duopoly by putting this representation crisis at the 

front of its campaign. Podemos’ effectiveness at campaigning against the political 

establishment shows that the Spanish case supports the first hypothesis. 

Italy. The party system weakness model explains both Lega and M5S’ success. In 

the 2018 election, both major parties, the PD and Forza Italia, lost significant power 

while the populists formed a governing coalition. The economic crisis and corruption 

ended the Berlusconi government, which was replaced by a technocratic government that 

was made of three parties including the PD and the People for Freedom (PDL), 

Berlusconi’s party (Hutter, Kriesi, and Vidal 2018). By forming a coalition together to 

form one centrist, technocratic government, parties lost distinctiveness, and when the 

government failed to help the economy sufficiently, voters also failed to make 

distinctions between the major parties, since they all seemed the same after the new 

government. 

When Berlusconi was forced to resign from politics, the stability of the Italian 

party system collapsed. Berlusconi caused the power vacuum on the right through his 

own personalistic populism. After the collapse of the party system in the 1990s, 
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Berlusconi’s Forza Italia emerged as the stabilizing force in Italian politics (Taggart and 

Kaltwasser 2016). However, because Berlusconi himself was the focal point of Forza 

Italia, the party revolved around him, and, in his absence as a figurehead, the party has 

proven itself unable to function as the center-right hegemon as it had with Berlusconi. 

Therefore, this left a gaping ideological power vacuum which Lega readily filled.  

The fates of Lega and Forza Italia after their respective leaders’ corruption 

scandals exemplifies why Forza Italia (and its catchall iteration, the People for Freedom) 

was a weak hegemon. While Berlusconi’s ousting foresaw the collapse of Forza Italia’s 

hegemony, Bossi’s resignation ushered Lega into a new era as Salvini assumed power. 

The fact that Lega could transition from one figurehead to another productively shows 

that it is a better organized and stronger party than Forza Italia, since changes in 

leadership tends to unify perceptions of parties’ platforms (Somer-Topcu 2017). 

Furthermore, the founding of the People for Freedom (PdL) as a catchall right-wing 

alliance party in 2009 forecasted Italy’s fragmentation after Berlusconi was deposed, 

indicating that the established right hegemon could no longer connect with a wide range 

of the electorate as it once had. 

Because Lega Nord did not join the PdL, becoming coalition partners instead, it 

maintained its independence. This proved invaluable after Berlusconi’s government 

ended, as the PdL joined the technocratic centrist Monti coalition with the PD, which 

damaged their joint reputation after the governing coalition proved unpopular. M5S’ 

propensity to avoid coalitions also allowed it to control its reputation and prevented it 

from being blamed for the unpopularity of other parties’ governments (D’Alimonte 

2019). For both parties, maintaining the independence of their platforms made them the 
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most distinctive contenders in 2018, allowing both to use anti-establishment appeals 

credibly (Polk et al. 2014). 

The left of Italy’s party system also suffered from Berlusconi’s personalism. Just 

as Berlusconi caused the left to cohere when he first came to power in 1994, the left lost 

its distinctiveness in his absence, forming a coalition with his former party (Taggart and 

Kaltwasser 2016). Therefore, Berlusconi’s personalism led to a period of political 

stability, but weakened the party system significantly overall, since a system established 

on personalism has no foundation without the personalist. Both Lega and M5S also have 

elements of personalism in Salvini and Beppe Grillo respectively, so it remains to be seen 

whether the new hegemons in the system will follow Berlusconi’s example, or whether 

the parties will develop self-sufficient programmatic appeals.  

An overreliance on personalism and a loss of trust in the political establishment 

caused by the economic crisis, corruption, cultural shifts, and ineffectual governance 

created a vacuous party system where voters defected from establishment parties to anti-

establishment populist parties (Hernández 2018). The political crisis precipitated by these 

factors explains the unprecedented rise of both an authoritarian populist party and a 

libertarian populist party, which embodied a frustration with the political establishment. 

The Italian party system endured significant deinstitutionalization after Berlusconi, with 

political parties making the same mistakes after the critical juncture of the 2008 financial 

crisis as Latin American parties made during drastic neoliberal reforms: forming a 

technocratic government between heterogenous parties that lead to convergence of 

platforms and decreasing distinction between parties (Collier and Collier 1991). This 

revealed party weakness across the board. Finally, the loss of trust in parties due to these 
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factors explains the populists’ success. Based on a within-case comparison of Lega and 

M5S, both parties came to success due to party system weakness, so the Italian case 

supports Hypothesis 1. 

Between-Case Comparison of Results 

Examining these four cases shows two things: first, that party system weakness 

was present in all four cases leading up to populist success, and second, populists were 

successful because of this weakness. As each case individually affirmed the hypothesis 

that party system weakness leads to populism, I will now show that comparing the results 

of these cases provides evidence that a party system weakness causal model could be 

used to analyze populist success in the future. These four cases show that party system 

strength is a dynamic concept that depends on institutional dynamics, individual party 

strength, and voter trust. Overlaid on these three categories is interparty dynamics. Each 

one of these measures affects populist success in a different way. 

Party system institutionalization. Institutional weakness is marked by voter 

volatility, a lack of stability and predictability, and a lack of established and well-

organized major parties with differing platforms. In all four cases, populist successes 

broke a pattern of the same major parties vying for power during each election cycle, 

innately marking the end of stability and predictability. However, in each case, signs of 

instability preceded populist success, showing that the populist themselves did not fully 

cause this instability, even if they contributed to it.  

If one looks at the changes in the level of party institutionalization, there is no 

clear trend leading up to the populist success for all the cases, shown in Figure 5.1. This 

indicator supports the idea that party institutionalization is high in some of the cases. 
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Because results show that party system weakness leads to populist success in cases where 

party institutionalization was perceived as high better shows that party system weakness 

is a cause of populism since it allows for a study of the change in party system strength. It 

would be more difficult to find a causal relationship between party system weakness and 

populism if a party system is chronically weak, making the variable relatively time 

invariant. Studying highly institutionalized systems like Spain also establishes that, even 

when party systems are relatively strong, a weakening of components of the system can 

lead to populist success in countries where it seems unlikely. This choice also shows that 

I did not search for only cases with chronic, well-established party system weakness and 

populist success to bias the results of the analysis. 

 
Figure 5.1 Populist vote share and party institutionalization for each case (The V-Dem 

Institute) 
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Though the actual structure of the institutions that direct party systems are 

important, like Mexico’s public campaign funds or Brazil’s coalition presidentialism, the 

most important factor of party system institutionalization is the stability of major parties 

that balance the ideological spectrum. In all four cases, the weakening or collapse of one 

or both major parties led to instability and a power vacuum populists readily filled. When 

party systems lack major parties as an anchor, this could lead to an imbalance of power, 

fragmentation, or convergence of party platforms that causes voter frustration and leads 

to populist success. 

One way to measure the strength of the balance of party systems is to analyze the 

strength of opposition parties. If an opposition party is not strong, even if the governing 

party or coalition is, this indicates party system weakness since the opposition might form 

a weak government when the two alternate power, or it even could reduce the chance of 

power alternation in the first place. When the governing power does not face robust 

opposition, this could lead to voter frustration and anti-establishment sentiments leading 

to populist success. Therefore, I compared a measure of opposition autonomy from the 

V-Dem Institute to see if there were any trends preceding populist success, shown in 

Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2 Opposition autonomy for each case (The V-Dem Institute) 

For all cases, opposition autonomy drops sharply preceding the populist success. 

This could indicate that voters are more likely to vote for anti-establishment populists 

because the establishment does not have a challenger already included in government. A 

lack of challenge from within the current system pushes voters to search outside the 

system to challenge the status quo. This finding supports the trend of voters responding 

not necessarily acute problems in society, but an overall frustration with the way things 

are going and no viable parties in government to demand those in power change course. 

Individual party strength. Since the stable power structure between major parties 

is one of the most pertinent aspects of party system institutionalization, the strength of 

each party that plays a major role in the system must be self-sufficiently strong for the 

whole party system to be strong. For a measure of party strength, I look at responsiveness 
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to voter preferences and linkage to voters. I find that failings in either of these two factors 

leads to a weaker party system overall. 

Responsive representation. The problem Europeans have with the established 

parties is that they’re powerless, incompetent, and are viewed as all the same, that they 

lack viable options of parties that represent their interests (Luengo, Marín, and 

Fernández-García 2016). Research has shown that, in response to rival party shifts in 

policy, parties shift their policies in the same direction as their rivals, especially when 

these individuals come from the same ideological families (Adams and Somer-Topcu 

2009). This responsive shifting, while beneficial in balancing party system dynamics by 

preventing ‘leapfrogging’ into other parties’ policy spaces, is a result of the imperfect 

information parties receive from voters. If parties rely too much on ‘marker’ parties that 

are focal points in the party system to dictate their policy shifts, rather than voter 

preferences, this could lead to the disconnect voters feel with parties. Voters will see 

parties as disconnected if parties are primarily responding to policy shifts of other 

political parties rather than the needs of voters. In relatively stable party systems, this 

spatial party competition might become more common as these ‘marker’ parties cement 

their hegemony and the dynamic of spatial adjustment becomes more predictable and 

rigid. Furthermore, in times of crisis, the ‘equilibrium’ parties adjust around might lead to 

voter frustration since parties might not be as responsive as necessary if the response 

requires drastic policy shifts. 

Although parties are shown to adjust to short-term dynamics, like in the aftermath 

of an economic crisis, more often than long-term structural and historical factors (Roberts 

2013), the extent to which parties respond to these crises indicates their strength or 
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weakness. European establishment parties were criticized for both not responding quickly 

or substantially enough and responding too harshly in the wrong way, like cutting social 

programs and implementing austerity measures. 

Just as the neoliberal shifts in the 1990s in Latin America was a “critical juncture” 

for parties in the region (Collier and Collier 1991), the 2008 financial crisis was a critical 

juncture for European democracies, and just as the policy shifts led to a “technocratic 

convergence” of parties in Latin America, the same convergence has occurred for many 

European political parties (Roberts 2013). Italy’s party system most plainly shows this 

convergence, as the center-right and center-left parties formed a technocratic coalition 

that rendered their platforms indistinguishable. However, a similar trend of 

convergence―or at least the perception of convergence―has affected Spain, Mexico, 

and Brazil, as parties have formed heterogenous coalitions that weakened both sides’ 

programmatic appeals. Convergence makes voters feel like they have less of a choice, 

since the options become increasingly similar. In all four cases, populists capitalized 

upon this convergence, portraying themselves as viable alternatives to the status quo. 

Party linkages to voters. While the traditional European parties failed to adapt to a 

changing political landscape, the PT in Brazil struck a good balance between adapting its 

party’s positions to political realities at an appropriate pace (Hunter 2010). What doomed 

the PT wasn’t its failure to adapt programmatically, it was its corruption and personalism. 

The Italian system was also weakened by Berlusconi’s populism, and elements of 

AMLO’s populism weakened the PRD. This case study is a lesson in how the way parties 

for linkages with voters can undermine what seems to be an institutionalized party system 

(Kitschelt 2000). Though I focus on personalism since that is the most relevant type of 
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alternative to programmatic linkages in these cases, other types of linkages, like 

clientelism, also weaken party systems and cause populism (Kenny 2016). As shown in 

the previous section, even parties with well-established programmatic appeals can be 

weak if they are not responsive to voters, but parties that rely on alternate linkages like 

personalism are weak at the outset. 

Both Mexico and Brazil had low numbers of voters identifying with parties, and 

Spain and Italy are in the midst of a representation crisis. All four cases show parties are 

weak because they fail to connect with voters. Personalism can weaken party systems 

(Kitschelt 2000). The parties who use these personalistic appeals have weakened the 

stability and predictability of the party systems. As seen in Brazil and Italy, Berlusconi 

and Lula weakened their party systems not by undermining other major parties, but by 

becoming major parties themselves. Lula and Berlusconi consistently captured the 

majority of the vote shares from the respective left side and right side of the ideological 

spectrum. This gave the illusion of a well-institutionalized party system, but in reality, 

weakened the system in the long run. This is because when both individuals became 

ineligible to run, their parties were unable to fill the vacuum left by their personal appeal, 

and these shelled out parties subsequently left a large vacuum in the party system that 

was to be filled by new populist candidates. AMLO has similarly weakened the party 

system in Mexico by abandoning the PRD, which had stronger programmatic appeals and 

more checks on his behavior, and forming MORENA, which is primarily grounded in 

AMLO’s personal appeal and not programmatic policies. AMLO’s choice to leave the 

PRD revealed him integral to the party as many PRD members defected to join him.  
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Therefore, parties were weak despite elections seeming stable because many of 

the majoritarian parties failed to make programmatic linkages with voters, and those who 

did make programmatic appeals failed to actually make appeals that voters strongly 

identified with or agreed with. This manifested in each system in a different way, but in 

all cases the failure of these linkages led to unstable, unappealing political parties that 

contributed to populist success. 

Trust. The legitimacy of political institutions has been aptly identified as a cause 

of populist success (Doyle 2011). I argue that the legitimacy of political parties plays one 

of the most paramount roles in populist success. In Brazil, for example, voters trusted the 

judicial institutions and intermediary institutions because of their active and independent 

role in uncovering corruption, while at the same time distrusting political parties because 

of their unveiled corruption (Melo 2016). The accountability provided by these judicial 

institutions did little to comfort Brazilians about the state of their democracy, just as the 

distrust in the corrupt political parties caused them to elect an anti-institutional, illiberal 

populist. 

All the other models tested in chapter 4 support party system weakness leading to 

populist success because they show that economic crises, corruption scandals, or security 

threats all serve to erode public trust, which is a reflection of party system strength. Trust 

in parties is also considered the “demand” level for populist parties from voters, so when 

levels of trust are low, populists are significantly more likely to succeed (Hicken and Self 

2018). The significance of trust in parties was affirmed in the statistical plausibility test in 

chapter 3 that showed trust in parties best explains changes in the populist vote share 

across a wide range of countries and over time. Although the statistical work was only a 
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preliminary result, since the model only proved causation and endogeneity prevented the 

model from being useful as a causal model. However, the case studies affirm the causal 

relationship within this correlation.  

 
Figure 5.3 Trust in parties and populist success (The V-Dem Institute) 

As shown in Figure 5.3, populist vote share responds to party system weakness, as 

trust goes down when populist vote share goes up. Trust in parties is a highly responsive 

component of party system weakness that might explain why populists succeed when 

they succeed, as many of the other measures of party system weakness are more gradual. 

The major parties populists challenged faced a legitimacy crisis that led to voters 

defecting from them when presented with a populist option, but even before populist bids 

entered election cycles, parties were beginning to lose voter confidence, as evidenced by 

mass protests in countries like Spain and Brazil. Populists in all cases campaigned on 

why voters should not trust the established parties, due to corruption, ineffectiveness, 
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unresponsiveness, or any variety of other reasons, and this appeal is the cornerstone of 

their success. Studies show that trust represents perceptions of parties and perception, 

though influenced by outcomes, it is more important than the outcomes themselves 

(Algan et al. 2017; Morris and Klesner 2010; Chiozza and Manzetti 2015).  

Addressing Endogeneity 

As the second hypothesis suggests, populism and party system weakness could be 

endogenous. Because three of the four cases have had populists in power before, 

Podemos was created in response to the representation crisis felt by citizens. In cases 

where populist parties are created primarily because voters don’t feel represented by the 

current party system, this shows more clearly than any case that party system weakness 

directly leads to populism. In cases where the populist is already established in politics 

before the representation or legitimacy crisis that precedes their success, as with Mexico, 

Brazil, and Italy, it is less obvious and the relationship must be analyzed with more 

scrutiny; however, my analysis shows that party system weakness led to populist success 

because of the weakness itself, not because of who or what caused the system weakening. 

Outcome of Testing Hypothesis 1 

Based on this evidence, this case study supports the hypothesis that party system 

weakness leads to populist success. Comparing the four cases strengthens the support of 

this hypothesis because it shows that, though levels of party system vary in each case, 

each party system’s strength was eroding leading up to the electoral success of each 

populist, and each populist benefitted directly from party system weakness and 

incorporated it into its platform successfully. Anti-establishment appeals are innate to 

populism, so all four populist actors focused on this in their campaigns, but these appeals 
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catch the most traction when voters already do not trust the parties in the establishment. 

In cases where trust is high and party systems are strong, populists are fighting an uphill 

battle to convince voters of their platform’s salience. 

Populists come in to power when party systems are weak because they campaign 

on the weakness of party systems and the political elite. Populists tend to portray 

themselves as going against the status quo, so a frustration with the status quo leads to 

populist success. Party system weakness is the most direct influence on populist success, 

because voters are making a direct choice between populist parties and establishment 

parties, so the weakness of establishment parties induces voters to choose populists who 

offer alternatives to this weakness. 

Hypothesis 2: Populists will further undermine party system strength when in power. 

Although my main interest in analyzing populism and party system weakness is to 

determine how party system weakness influences populism, I also find that populism in 

turn can influence party system weakness. I find this through analyzing each case and 

finding that, in the three cases where populists were active prior to the most recent 

election cycle, each extant populist, Berlusconi, Lula, and AMLO weakened the party 

system through their personalism. As I have already outlined the weakening of each 

respective party system in testing the first hypothesis in a way that addresses the 

relationship of populists who have already held power with party system weakness, I will 

now compare all cases together to determine the validity of the hypothesis. 

Both Berlusconi and Lula’s personalism led to a weakening of the party system 

and collapsed the existing party power structure when they were no longer able to 

participate in politics. Berlusconi structured Forza Italia around himself from the 
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beginning, and the party was always weak in this regard. This was shown when the party 

had to form a catchall center-right alliance party, the PdL, with smaller parties because 

Forza Italia could not gain the same vote share they once had, in part due to the party’s 

prioritization of personalism over programmatic linkages. The PdL floundered after 

Berlusconi’s deposal, forming an alliance with the left-wing PD to make an unpopular 

technocratic government. In the 2018 election, after the PdL was disbanded and Forza 

Italia ran as the established right-wing option, they lost vast shares of their vote share to 

Lega without Berlusconi to anchor them.  

Furthermore, the party system as a whole revolved around him, with the left only 

consolidating as a response to his success, then failing to offer programmatic direction in 

his absence (Taggart and Kaltwasser 2016). Therefore, the extent to which the party 

system revolved around Berlusconi was a weakness that lead to a fully populist 

government in 2018 . If Berlusconi’s personalistic party had not emerged the victor in the 

wake of the collapse of the traditional party system in the 1990s, a programmatic center-

right party could have developed over time and led to a more stable system that was not 

dependent on one individual’s charisma. 

While the PT was formed on strong programmatic appeals rather than 

personalistic ones, Lula’s popularity and governing style caused the party’s roots to shift 

to personalistic linkages. This was in part due to the realities of governing in an 

immensely fragmented party system, and Lula’s leadership helped the PT govern and 

manage coalitions, but he also gained more popularity than the party itself (Hunter 2010). 

While Lula’s popularity increased through programs like Bolsa Familia, the PT lost its 

roots in society and its cohesive programmatic appeal, as party militants resisted the 
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ideological shift to the center necessary for governing. Lula’s reputation was able to 

weather the assaults on voter trust of Operation Car Wash, a brutal recession, and the 

messy impeachment of his successor, but the PT was not. 

AMLO weakened the PRD during his tenure as its leader, injecting personalism 

into the programmatic party’s platform. This is no better exemplified through the way 

that he led a crusade against the political establishment following his 2006 loss, claiming 

that the election was rigged.  Not only did this campaign weaken other parties by 

emphasizing their corruption and questioning their legitimacy, it also weakened the PRD 

because he refocused the party narrative on himself, rather than the programmatic 

message of the party. As MORENA subsumes the PRD’s place on the left, it has 

weakened the party system by replacing a programmatic political party with a 

personalistic one as the left-wing hegemon. Therefore, when AMLO cannot run again for 

president, one would expect the left to struggle to set forth a viable candidate, since his 

party is less institutionalized than the PRD. 

Spain has not had a history of populism since the Franco dictatorship ended, so 

because Podemos only recently won the election, its effects on party system weakness 

remain to be fully established. However, in its short time as a political party, it’s seat 

share in the legislature has made government formation difficult, as the PSOE refuses to 

form a coalition with the party, and this difficulty, combined with Podemos’ aggressive 

attitude towards holding the PP accountable for recent corruption scandals, led to a snap 

election in 2016, the fastest ever held in Spain, which resulted in a minority PSOE 

government (Hawkins et al. 2019). However, because of the short time frame, it is 

difficult to establish how deeply this turmoil affects party system strength in Spain, 
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especially since the two major parties were already weak leading up to Podemos’ 

existence. 

The effects of Berlusconi, Lula, and AMLO’s success suggest that populism has 

the potential to weaken party systems. However, I only tentatively support this hypothesis 

because all three populists who contribute to party system weakness do so using 

personalist appeals. Because of this, it is hard to determine if populism or personalism is 

weakening the party system. Although populism is often correlated with personalistic 

appeals, not all populist actors are personalistic, so determining whether populism rather 

than personalism causes party system weakness would require analyzing a case of 

populism where the populist actor does not use personalistic appeals, which all examples 

of extant populists in these cases are personalists, and analyzing the populists who only 

came to power in the most recent election cycle is too short a time span to determine if 

populism has worsened party system weakness. Though I did select countries with varied 

histories of populism for analysis, I did not systematically select cases to analyze this 

hypothesis as I have for the first hypothesis. Furthermore, Lula’s categorization as a 

populist is highly contested, and though I identify him as a “light populist,” this prevents 

any definitive conclusions being made because removing him from consideration lowers 

the number of cases analyzed even further (de la Torre 2018; Mudde and Kaltwasser 

2017). 

Conclusion 

Testing these hypotheses provides insight into the relationship between populism 

and party system weakness. The results from the case study allow me to confidently 

accept Hypothesis 1, as evidence from all four cases supports the conclusion that party 
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system weakness leads to populist success. In testing the second hypothesis, I find 

evidence that populism causes party system weakness; however, the presence of 

confounding factors like personalism and less rigorous case selection prevents any 

conclusive assessments from being made. The main focus of this study has been 

establishing party system weakness as a causal model for populist success, and the 

analysis done in this chapter supports establishing the party system weakness causal 

model as robust and applicable across regional and ideological lines. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Party System Weakness as a Cross-Regional Influence on Populism 

Conceptualizing Populism Cross-Regionally 

Populism is a nebulous concept and attempts to pin it down with a rigid definition 

tend to exclude cases of populism based on region, actor type, or political characteristics. 

I have found that the ideological definition of populism has served well as an inclusive 

definition for broad case analysis, while still providing enough specificity to identify 

populists definitively. Drawing from the ideational approach to populism, I define 

populism as a thin-centered ideology rooted in anti-elitism, anti-institutionalism, and a 

prioritization of the ‘pure’ people and a monolithic conceptualization of the general will 

that allows the populist to champion the will of the people in an anti-pluralist way 

(Hawkins et al. 2019; Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017). Applying this definition to the cases 

studied has proven appropriate because this conceptualization encompasses multiple 

types of populist actors from multiple regions and across the ideological spectrum. A 

more inclusive definition that is still grounded in the actual political landscapes is the 

ideal approach to conceptualizing populism cross-regionally. 

Applying Causal Models Cross-Regionally 

Identifying causes of populism cross-regionally is a more pressing challenge, as 

populists are disrupting political systems across the globe. Populism’s relationship to 

illiberalism makes understanding its causes essential to preserving and consolidating 
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liberal democracy. Similar to the goal of defining populism, common causal models of 

populism are rooted in regionalism, yet attempt to establish generalizability. As discussed 

in Chapter 4, each of the common causal models of populist success yields different 

levels of fit. I will discuss how comparing the varying levels of fit of these models in the 

four cases shows that the economic crisis model, the cultural backlash model, the security 

threat model, and the corruption model can all be causes of populist success, but the 

causal relationship is usually indirect and ungeneralizable. 

Economic crises. In analyzing these four cases of populist success, I find that the 

economic crisis model of populist success is contextually dependent and lacks specificity 

to be considered a universal causal model. The economic crisis model proposes that 

economic crises lead to populist success as voters punish establishment parties for poor 

economic performance. Economic crises do cause populist success, but indirectly, as 

voters are not shown to vote directly based on economic outcomes, but on trust in 

political parties to act in a way that competently fixes the economy. Therefore, the true 

impact on populist success is distrust in the success of parties and the political elite 

caused by economic crises. 

The reason the lack of specificity in the causal model makes it difficult to 

generalize is because without the ability to specify a type of economic problem that 

causes populist success, the model essentially becomes too vague to provide valuable 

insight. This is because economic crises can and do prompt a wide variety of significant 

political shifts. When an economy collapses, it can cause a shift in power across the 

ideological spectrum between two major political parties, transitions in leadership within 

parties, shifts in voter values, and even regime change. Economic crises can be pointed to 
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as the reason any political actor comes into power in a period of economic strife, not just 

populist actors. In Figures 6.1-4, one can see that no trend in specific negative economic 

outcomes for GDP growth, unemployment, wealth inequality, or inflation fits all four 

cases.  

 
Figure 6.1 GDP growth in all four cases (The World Bank) 
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Figure 6.2 GINI Index for all four cases (The World Bank) 

 
Figure 6.3 Unemployment rates in all four countries (The World Bank) 
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Figure 6.4 Inflation rates for all four cases (The World Bank) 

Even if one accepts all types of acute economic crises as a sufficient causal model 

for populist success, the Mexican case is a counterexample for generalizing this model. In 

Mexico, a specific economic crisis did not play as much of a role in AMLO’s success as 

pervasive, longstanding economic inequality and class struggles. The fact that a pervasive 

economic problem rather than an acute economic problem led to AMLO’s electoral 

success is a counterexample to the economic crisis model, and extending the model to 

include pervasive economic inequality would make the economic crisis causal model 

even more vague, and less useful. 

Economic crises can cause populist success, especially crises that cause voters to 

distrust the political establishment. Therefore, this model is salient in some cases of 

populist success. In a way, this model further advances the hypothesis that party system 

weakness causes populist success because when economic crises cause voters to have 
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distrust in the political establishment, populist candidates become more viable. Distrust in 

the political establishment is correlated with party system weakness, so this shows one 

way in which party system weakness leads to populist success. Economic crises can be an 

indirect cause when party system weakness is the direct factor of populist success. 

Studies show that in times of economic turmoil, governing parties are likely to 

spend more time speaking about periphery issues as a way to divert attention away from 

the economic problems as voters become more concerned with economic outcomes 

(Pardos-Prado and Sagarzazu 2019; Alonso, Cabeza, and Gómez 2015). This short-term 

strategic behavior leaves voters feeling as though their true concerns are not addressed, 

and can cause a representation crisis that leads to populist and anti-establishment parties 

coming to power. 

Recent research examining voter responses in European countries, including 

Spain and Italy, shows that economic issues, particularly egotropic ‘pocket-book’ voting, 

has decreased and fails to explain why voters are flocking to challenger populist parties 

(Chiozza and Manzetti 2015; Orriols and Cordero 2016). Voters are more likely to vote 

based on predictions for future economic performance rather than retrospective 

assessment of party policies. Even when the economy is performing poorly, voters will 

evaluate leaders positively if they believe the economy is heading in the right direction, 

making trust in the political establishment even more important than it once was, as 

perceptions of competence have decreased with globalization (Chiozza and Manzetti 

2015). As shown in Figures 6.5 And 6.6, perceptions of economic improvement are 

lackluster, with Spaniards and Italians predicting economic stagnation as much as or 

more than economic decline or growth leading up to elections. The economic crisis of 
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2008 should be viewed as a catalyst that ‘unfroze’ stable political party systems in 

Europe, but it should not be viewed as the main cause of populist success (Lipset and 

Rokkan 1967). 

 

 
Figure 6.5 Expectations for future economic performance in Italy (Eurobarometer) 

 
Figure 6.6 Expectations for future economic performance in Spain (Eurobarometer) 

Economic crises have propelled populists to success in many cases, but voters are 

responding to a greater extent to whether they trust political parties to solve problems 
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more than actual economic outcomes themselves, relegating economic problems as an 

indirect cause of populism and trust as the direct cause. 

Cultural backlash. By design, the cultural backlash model is effective at 

explaining why authoritarian populists are gaining power in highly consolidated 

democracies in Europe and America in the current time frame. However, this model is the 

most steeped in regionalism, as cultural trends in Latin America do not approximate those 

in Europe. Therefore, the model fits relatively well in explaining the dynamic between 

materialism and post-materialism in the European cases, and even Brazil to some extent, 

but the model is too contextually based to generalize. Its lack of relevance in Mexico 

most clearly exemplifies why it should not be generalized. However, cultural backlash 

can and should be identified as a cause of populism in the cases where it is relevant, but 

only indirectly. 

Security crises. Fear for physical security plays a significant role in the appeal of 

anti-establishment populist actors. The political establishment’s failure to provide one of 

the most basic needs, physical safety, causes a rejection of the establishment. In Mexico 

and Brazil, rising homicide rates, as shown in Figure 6.7, have made voters prioritize 

security over other concerns and seek out change for the situation. In Brazil, this has 

increased the appeal of Bolsonaro, who praises the former military dictatorship and was 

the only candidate who made law and order central to his campaign. In Mexico, however, 

AMLO’s policies on drug trafficking are less clear and less likely to engender popular 

support because they are not aggressive. This shows that voters are punishing the political 

establishment for their failure and looking for change―any change―that might impact 
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the outcomes. Fear for physical safety feeds into a lack of trust in a government with 

weak state capacity. 

 

Figure 6.7 Homicide rates for all four cases (The World Bank) 

However, Europe has low homicide rates and relative security. The way fears for 

security manifested in Europe were through the immigration crisis. While Lega’s 

emphasis on security and terrorism in light of the immigration crisis contributed 

immensely to their success, Podemos did not emphasize security at all, promoting 

inclusion of immigrants instead. Because Podemos did not emphasize security, yet were 

still successful shows that the security crisis model is highly contextual and not 

generalizable. 

Corruption. Corruption can and has contributed to populist success in all four 

countries, but corruption is not the direct cause of populist success in any of these 
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countries. This is proven by the fact that all four populist actors have had a history of 

corruption themselves. If corruption was the main, direct cause of populism, one would 

expect populist actors to be uncorrupt themselves. Identifying corruption as a direct cause 

of voting patterns indicates that voters have a choice between a corrupt option and an 

uncorrupt option. Because both options are corrupt in all four cases (albeit some did not 

have significant corruption charges until after the election), this shows that corruption is 

not a direct cause of populist success.  

Although corruption is not a direct cause of populist success, corruption is an 

indirect cause of populist success. When all political actors are corrupt, voters lose trust 

not only in individual political actors, but in the entire political system, blaming the 

political establishment for corruption. When voters do not trust the political system, they 

vote for anti-establishment, anti-institutional candidates who promise to rework the 

system. Because traditional political parties are usually ingrained in the political 

establishment, they take the blame for the corruption of the system. Because populist 

actors claim to be against the current system and political establishment, they are seen as 

viable alternatives to the traditional political parties because they oppose the 

establishment, not just because they oppose the corruption that made voters distrust the 

establishment in the first place. Therefore, distrust in the political establishment is the 

direct causal factor of populist electoral success, whereas corruption is the indirect cause. 

Perhaps the case where corruption plays the most direct role in the populist’s 

success actually proves that the corruption model is more indirect than direct. Corruption 

caused Bolsonaro to win because Lula was disqualified for corruption. Bolsonaro would 

not have won if Lula had not been disqualified; Lula would have won. Despite being the 
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direct cause of Bolsonaro’s victory, the Brazilian case proves the causal model is indirect. 

Given the choice between Lula and Bolsonaro, voters would have chosen Lula. Even 

after Lula had been convicted of corruption, voters still would have voted for him 

because they trusted him. When voters would choose corrupt establishment candidates 

over (seemingly) uncorrupt anti-establishment candidates because the corrupt candidate 

is still trusted and popular, corruption is not a direct cause of populism. 

In both the Mexican and Italian case, the populists won although both had 

previous corruption scandals. A direct version of the corruption model does not explain 

voting for a corrupt candidate. Voter frustration with corruption does not directly explain 

voting for another corrupt option; however, voter frustration with corruption does cause 

distrust in the political establishment, and frustration with the political establishment does 

explain voting for a corrupt yet anti-establishment candidate. 

Furthermore, perceptions of corruption are intrinsically tied with trust in 

democratic institutions, so separating the two apart is an onerous task (Morris and 

Klesner 2010). However, upon comparing trust in parties to corruption perceptions, one 

finds that trust in parties is a much more responsive variable than corruption perceptions, 

shown in Figure 6.8. As one can see, the two variables follow similar trends at times, but 

corruption perceptions are more stable over time, and trust in parties has variance that is 

not well-explained by variation in corruption perceptions. This suggests that, while high 

levels of corruption might provide fertile grounds for populist success, trust might better 

explain why a populist was successful when they were successful. 
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Figure 6.8 Corruption Perception Index for all four cases (Transparency International) 

 
Figure 6.9 Corruption Perception Index compared with trust in parties 

(Transparency International, Eurobarometer, Latinobarómetro) 
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While measuring perceptions of corruption is likely a better indicator of how 

corruption will impact voter behavior than expert measures of corruption (especially 

those created retroactively rather than responding in real time), research shows that 

perceptions of corruption also pick up general feelings about political institutions at the 

time, so the correlation between trust in parties and the Corruption Perception Index 

might be explained this way (Morris and Klesner 2010). Therefore, I also compare the 

political corruption index created by the V-Dem Institute, which is an expert survey so it 

has more objectivity, to see to what extent corruption affects populist success, shown in 

Figure 6.9. Though corruption is increasing in Mexico and Brazil, it has remained 

relatively constant and is even decreasing in Italy. 

 
Figure 6.10 Corruption levels in all four cases (The V-Dem Institute) 

Corruption is a cause of populist success, but naming it as the direct cause of 

populist success does not explain cases where the populist selected is also corrupt. 
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However, corruption has devastating effects on trust in political institutions as well as the 

outcomes of governance. Therefore, corruption is a cause of populist success, but 

indirectly, causing party system weakness through weakening parties’ reputations and 

voters’ trust. 

Why These Causal Models Support the Party System Weakness Model 

Each of these models supports, not detracts from the party system model. While 

each of these factors differ from country to country, all of these factors contribute to a 

loss of faith in the political establishment. As shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 

voters’ priorities vary from country to country. While economic factors, security, and 

corruption are each listed as the most important issue in at least one country, no one 

factor is listed as the highest priority for all of the countries. This supports the argument 

that each of these common models are applicable to explaining populist success, but only 

on a case by case basis. 

 
Figure 6.11 Most important problems in Mexico and Brazil (Latinobarómetro 2017) 
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Figure 6.12 Two most important problems facing Italy (Eurobarometer) 

 
Figure 6.13 Two most important problems facing Spain (Eurobarometer) 

If voters were simply looking for new policy platforms that address economic 

crises, corruption, rising violence, or cultural shifts, they could choose a traditional party 

with a differing platform than the ruling party. Voters are looking for new forms of 

governance, not just new party policy platforms. Podemos promotes radical deliberative 

democracy, M5S promotes radical direct democracy through an internet voting system 

that does not allow users to communicate horizontally, AMLO promotes restructuring the 

political establishment, and Bolsonaro promotes a return to more authoritarian 
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governance. These proposed changes in governance are the aspects of populists’ 

platforms that attract voters most. 

The Advantages of Analyzing Populism through the Lens of Party System Weakness 

As shown in Chapter 5, party system weakness can cause populist success. I 

believe that by showing that party system weakness leads to populist success across 

regions and across ideological alignment, this explanation is less context-based that other 

causal models. While I accept these models as useful in certain contexts, I believe the 

party system weakness is invaluable in showing that populism has a common cause 

across contextual boundaries.  

The party system weakness explanation is more generalizable because it is a more 

direct influence of populist success. Voters who are dissatisfied with the political 

establishment will vote for anti-establishment political actors. The dichotomy between 

establishment and anti-establishment candidates provides a clear choice based on the 

variable this model names most salient, making distrust in the political establishment the 

direct determining factor in why voters choose one option over the other. The reason this 

can transcend these limitations because it is direct, rather than an indirect. The indirect 

causes of populism can be only limited to one context or compounded upon each other. 

Although the party system weakness explanation can also be compounded with other 

models as discussed, it is more straightforward and not contextual. All democracies have 

political parties, and the choice between parties is a direct decision between options. 

Populism proposes an option that seemingly represents the people, and this option is most 

appealing when the alternative parties are viewed as failing to represent the people.  
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Recent literature has begun to explore this causal relationship (Doyle 2011; 

Hawkins et al. 2019; Kenny 2016; Hicken and Self 2018). This project furthers this 

exploration in multiple ways. First, the results of the statistical plausibility test show that 

trust in parties is correlated with populist success in a large number of countries over 

time. This does not prove causation in itself, but does show that it is plausible that the 

results of the case study can be generalized. Thus, the party system weakness model 

might be a causal factor that transcends typical limitations of other models, like regional 

contexts. The case study shows that the relationship between these two variables is causal 

in Mexico, Brazil, Spain, and Italy, four distinctive nations with a variety of party system 

institutionalization and varying forms of populism. Combining the results of the case 

study and the statistical analysis provides solid evidence to propose the party system 

weakness explanation as viable and generalizable.  

Further research might analyze the relationship between party system stability and 

party responsiveness to both voters and each other. Through analyzing cases with 

institutionalized party systems leading up to the populist success, this shows how systems 

can seem stable, but the major parties do not respond to voter preferences. One could 

measure whether highly stable party systems have representation crises because major 

parties are stable, since political parties adjust their platforms to each other in lieu of 

adjusting to voter preferences. This would make party systems weaker at critical 

junctures like the 2008 crisis because stability and predictability leads to a sort of rigidity. 

On the opposite end of the spectrum, one could analyze populism’s relationship to 

presidentialism. Latin America, which is characterized by presidentialism, has higher 

levels of populist success than parliamentary Europe (Hicken and Self 2018). 
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Presidentialism leads to weaker, personalistic, and undisciplined parties due to the 

separation of the legislative and executive (Samuels and Shugart 2010). Furthermore, 

recent theories that parliamentary systems in Europe are “presidentializing” and 

becoming more personalistic as party systems become less institutionalized and 

politicians utilize new forms of communication like social media (Poguntke and Webb 

2015). As communication mediums are rapidly changing, political systems are struggling 

to adapt, with emerging political actors often adapting quicker.  

Analyzing these questions could help to affirm the party system weakness 

explanation and flesh out the notion that populism, as an inherently political ideology, is 

caused by political factors to a greater extent than other societal forces. As the illiberal 

force of populism gains traction in liberal democracies, no matter how consolidated, these 

questions are necessary to preserving liberal institutions and answering the question of 

what a truly consolidated democracy looks like. 
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APPENDIX 
 

 
Table 3.A1 Table Coding Populist Parties (1980-2017) 

Country Populist Party Populist Leader(s) 

Argentina Justicalist Party 
Carlos Menem, Nestor 
Kirchner, Cristina 
Fernández de Kirchner 

Austria 
Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ) 

Jörg Haider, Heinz-
Christian Strache 

Alliance for the Future of Austria Party 
(BZÖ) 

Jörg Haider 

Belgium Vlaams Block Franke Vanhecke 

 Vlaams Belang 
Franke Vanhecke, Bruno 
Valkeniers 

 Front Nationale 
Daniel Féret, Patrick 
Cocriamont 

Bolivia 

CONDERPA 
Carlos Palenque, Remedios 
Loza Alvarado 

Civil Solidarity Union (UCS) 
Max Fernández Rojas, 
Alvarado (Ivo) Kuljis, 
Johnny Fernández 

Movement for Socialism (MAS) Evo Morales 

Brazil 
National Reconstruction Party Fernando Collor de Mello 
Workers Party (PT) Luiz Inácio Lula de Silva 

Bulgaria 
National Movement Simeon II 

Simeon Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha 

GERB Boyko Borisov 
Attack Volen Siderov 

Chile Independent 
Marco Antonio Enríquez-
Ominami Gumucio 

Colombia Colombia First Álvaro Uribe Vélez 

Czech 
Republic 

Republikáni (SPR-RSČ) Miroslav Sládek 
Public Affairs Radek John 

Denmark Danish People’s Republic Pia Kjærsgaard 

Ecuador 
Concentration of People’s Forces Angel Duatre 
Ecuadorian Roldosist Party Abdalá Bucaram Ortiz 
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Institutional Renewal Party of National 
Action (PRIAN) 

Alvaro Noboa Pontón 

Patriotic Society Party 
Lucio Edwin Gutiérrez 
Borbua, Gilmar Gutiérrez 

PAIS Alliance Rafael Correa 
Estonia Estonian Centre Party Edgar Savisaar 
Finland Finns Party Timo Soini 
France Front Nationale Jean Marie Le Pen 

Germany Alternative for Germany (AfD) 
Alexander Gauland, Alice 
Weidel 

Guatemala Patriotic Party Otto Pérez Molina 

Greece 
SYRIZA Alexis Tspiras 
ANEL Panos Kammenos 

Hungary 
Fidesz Victor Orbán 
Jobbik Gabbor Vona 

Iceland 
Citizens’ Party Albert Guðmundsson 
National Awakening Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir 

Italy 

Forza Italia Silvio Berlusconi 
The People of Freedom Silvio Berlusconi 
Lega Nord Umberto Bossi 
Five Star Movement (M5S) Luigi Di Maio 

Latvia All for Latvia Dzintars Raivis 
Lithuania Order and Justice Rolandas Paksas 

Mexico 
Party of the Democratic Revolution 
(PRD) 

Andrés Manuel López 
Obrador 

Netherlands 
Pim Fortuyn List (LPF) Pim Fortuyn 
Party for Freedom Geert Wilders 

Nicaragua 
Frente Sandinista de Liberación 
Nacional 
(FSLN) 

Daniel Ortega 

Paraguay 
National Union of Ethical Citizens Guillermo Sánchez 
Patriotic Alliance for Change (PAC) Fernando Luga 

Peru 
Cambio 90 Alberto Fujimori 
Possible Peru Alejandro Toledo 
Union for Peru Ollanta Humala Tasso 

Poland Self-Defenseof the Republic of Poland Andrzej Lepper 

Romania 
The Greater Romania Party Corneliu Vadim Tudor 
Socialist Party of Labor (PSM) Ilie Verdeț 

Slovenia Slovenian Democratic Party Janez Janša 
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Slovenian National Party Zmago Jelinčič Plemenit 
Spain Podemos Pablo Iglesias 
Sweden Sweden Democrats (SD) Jimmie Akesson 

Switzerland Swiss People’s Party 
Christoph Blocher, Ueli 
Maurer 

Turkey Justice and Development Party Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 

United 
Kingdom 

British National Party Nick Griffin 
United Kingdom Independence Party 
(UKIP) 

Nigel Farage 

Venezuela 
Convergence Rafael Caldera 
Fifth Republic Movement (MVR) Hugo Chávez 

 

Table 3.A2 List of All Countries Included in Analysis 

European Countries Latin American Countries 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Czech Republic 
Denmark 
Estonia 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Hungary 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Italy 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Luxembourg 
Macedonia 
Netherlands 
Norway* 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
United Kingdom 

Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Peru 
Paraguay 
El Salvador 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
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Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Turkey 
Ukraine* 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Denotes not a member state of EU  
 

Table 3.A3: Coding of Variables Included in Multivariate Regression 

Variable Description Study Coding 
Populist Vote 
Share 

Percent of vote received by populist 
parties/candidates identified in Table 3.A1 

0-100 

Trust in Parties Percent of respondents who identify some 
extent of trust in parties from the following 
survey questions: 
 
Latinobarómetro:  
Would you say you have a lot (1), some (2), 
a little (3) or no trust (4) in political 
parties? 
 
Eurobarometer:  
Please tell me if you tend to trust it or tend 
not to trust Political Parties. 
  -Tend to trust 
  -Tend not to trust 
  -Don’t know 

0-100 

Party 
Institutionalization  

The V-Dem party institutionalization index 
measures to what extent political parties are 
institutionalized. Party institutionalization 
refers to various attributes of the political 
parties in a country, e.g., level and depth of 
organization, links to civil society, cadres of 
party activists, party supporters within the 
electorate, coherence of party platforms and 
ideologies, party-line voting among 
representatives within the legislature. A high 

Low to high (0-1) 
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score on these attributes generally indicates 
a more institutionalized party system. This 
index considers the attributes of all parties 
with an emphasis on larger parties, i.e., 
those that may be said to dominate and 
define the party system. 

GDP per Capita The World Bank GDP per Capita measure Constant  2010 
US$ 

Inflation The World Bank measure of inflation (or 
GDP deflator) 

Annual % 

GINI The World Bank estimate of the GINI Index 
that measures economic inequality 

Low to high (0-
100) 

Corruption The V-Dem corruption index measures the 
pervasiveness of political corruption. It 
includes measures of six distinct types of 
corruption that cover both different areas 
and levels of the polity realm, distinguishing 
between executive, 
legislative and judicial corruption. Within 
the executive realm, the measures also 
distinguish between corruption mostly 
pertaining to bribery and corruption due to 
embezzlement. Finally, 
they differentiate between corruption in the 
highest echelons of the executive at the level 
of the rulers/cabinet on the one hand, and in 
the public sector at large on the other. The 
measures thus tap into several distinguished 
types of corruption: both ‘petty’ and 
‘grand’; both bribery and theft; both 
corruption aimed and influencing law 
making and that affecting implementation. 

Low to high (0-1) 
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Table 3.A4: Summary Statistics of Variables Included in Multivariate Regression 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Populist Vote Share 422 11.44498 18.08297 0 91.63 
Trust in Parties 784 20.38593 9.752461 3.667953 58.24285 
Party Institutionalization 1,756 .7859239 .1962186 .1927489 1 
GDP per Capita 1,708 20797.51 21190.01 1059.888 111968.4 
Inflation 1,697 58.46276 544.0519 -26.29999 13611.63 
GINI 733 40.45539 10.73157 21 63.3 
Corruption 1,789 .3561221 .2999249 .0054861 .9528052 
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